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Have a Great Spring Break

Campus Mourns Loss Of Beloved Professor
Megan Harvist
Assistant News Editor
It has been said that we
should have a forest planted in
memory of Dr. Salvatore
Bongiorno, instead of merely a
tree. Dr. Bongiorno will be
remembered by many, not only as
chair of the Biology Department
and a member of the faculty since
1971, but also as a wonderful
person who was very concerned
about the people and the
environment around him. "He was
really concerned about the land.
He watched every building on this
campus go up and mourned every
tree that came down," commented
Dr. Phyllis Braun, a biology
professor who has known Dr.
Bongiorno for 20 years as both a
student and as a colleague.
Dr. Bongiorno collapsed in a
stairwell at the Bannow Science
Center on the way to class on
Thursday, March 5th. He was
found shortly after 9 a.m. by two
nursing students who began
applying CPR and dialed 911 to
bring the University Security,
Fairfield police and fire
department, and an ambulance to
the scene. He was then brought to
St. Vincent's Medical Center
where he was pronounced dead at
10:05 a.m. The cause of his death
has not yet been determined.
The death of this 53-year-old
professor came as a shock to many.
Dr. Bongiorno seemed to be the
perfect picture of health: he loved
the outdoors, rode his bike to
school every day, and was a

vegetarian. Karen Onufer, a senior
who took him for ecology, was
working in the emergency room
when he was brought in. "I
couldn't believe that it was him,
even after I saw them bring him
in," she said. "He had always
seemed so healthy."
Dr. Bongiorno's sudden
death has affected many of his
students, predominantly biology
majors. Wendy Precious,'93, who
had him as a teacher for three
years, feels as if she has lost a
friend as well as a great teacher.
"He showed us the personal side
of him, not just the science," she
said. "That was very instrumental
to our learning. The biology
program just won't be the same
without hkn."—Another senior
biology major, Sue Jacovanco,
feels that Dr. Bongiorno was the
best teacher she has ever had. "He
taught us that there is more to
education than just books," she
commented.
Several masses have

been held in honor of Dr.
Bongiorno. There was a memorial
mass held on Thursday night at
10pm and a mass on Saturday at
11 am in the chapel preceding the
funeral. Almost every member of
the faculty was present for the
funeral as well as many students.
At the mass, several professors
spoke on behalf of Dr. Bongiorno.
Dr. Walter Petry, who had known
him for 22 years, was one of the
speakers. "He is one of the greatest
people we've ever had here at
Fairfield," he said. "He was a
perfect model because he
practiced what he preached and
always remained committed to
nature."
Dr. Bongiorno is
described as a man who was very
committed to nature. According
to Dr. Petry, he never killed any
insects. If he ever found a
mosquito in his house he would
put it in a box and take it outside.
How fitting it is that he was buried
in the jeans and flannel shirt that

he used to wear to ecology labs.
He was known for his
interest in environmental issues
that took him from southwestern
Connecticut to northwestern
Spain. He focused most of his
research on salt marshes,
wetlands, and birds. To emphasize
the impact of garbage on the
environment, he frequently took
his classes to the landfill site in
Fairfield and the sewage treatment
plant. "He had a very strong sense
of justice - not just for human
beings, but for all of nature. He
wanted a balance in everything,"
commented Dr. Donald Rice, a
professor of biology who has
known Dr. Bongiorno since he
first came to the University.
Dr. Consolacion GarciaDevesa Bongiorno, the assistant
professor of modern languages at

The word has come
from FUSA that they have been
successful in their attempts to
create a policy that would allow
seniors in the townhouses to stay
the night of graduation. Neil
Robertson, vice-president of the
Student Issues Committee, which
has been handling the issue, says
that the committee has come up
with a proposal that he says has
backing from the administration.
"I am very confident that this
will be approved by the
administration and would be very
surprised if this was not resolved
by April 1," he said.
The proposal put forth
by the committee will not cost
the students anything and
involves a legal bonfire and an
additional senior week event the
night of graduation. The event
will include food and drink and a

large part is being paid for by the
university. "Administration is not
pressingforafee," Robertson said.
"They are being very supportive
of us, but they want us to do our
own work." An idea of UNITE,
University
Townhouse
Experience, is to have a fundraiser
to cover the costs of any police
needed.
"There are a lot of people
on both sides of this issue with
different ideas," said Robertson,.
"It is our job to find a happy
medium." The committee, started
this year by Steve Shannon, the
FUSA president, meets every
Thursday night in a closed
meeting. It is comprised of
different student representatives
from organizations such as
UNITE, IRHG, FUSA senate and
cabinet, the Council of Student
Organizations, and the Student
Beach Residence Association.
"This enables us to get ideas from
many different groups and a good

Nor will He ask
thy birth;
Alone He will demand
of thee:
"What hast thou done
with the land
that I gave thee?"

Dr. Bongiorno in his
first years at
Fairfield.

JJ

cross section on how the students
feel," Robertson commented.
This year, the committee
has had to deal with two major
issues: the Townhouse Alcohol
Policy and the Townhouse
Graduation Policy.
They are very optimistic
about having two proposals
approved by the administration
by the first week of April.
According to Robertson, they are
dealing with the graduation policy
first because it is a more pressing
issue right now and the alcohol
policy won't go into effect until
next year.
Jen Bracco '93, the
president of UNITE, says that
students have been very
responsive to these ideas. She
plans to get more students'
feedback before drawing up the
final proposal. "I might think that
an idea is good, but the 500 other
seniors might not agree with me,"
she said.
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From the office of
Salvatore F. Bongiorno

Debra De Shong
News Editor
For the second year in a
row, a woman has made the jump
from Features Editor to Editorin-Chief. Junior Dana Felmlee
will be cracking the whip over
The Mirror staff beginning April
1 and says she is "really excited
about it."
With Felmlee in the top
spot, students can expect some
changes in the next year. "I would
like The Mirror to be more aggressive," she said. "We are not
PR for any organization on campus and I would like to see less
fear and a little more journalism."
Felmee's predecessor,
Claire St.Louis said, "Dana has a
totally different personality and I
think that will show in the paper." St. Louis is confident that
Felmlee will continue to produce
a high quality paper.
This marks the fifth
woman in a row to have the top
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- Persian Proverb

Dana Felmlee to Take
Over as Editor-in-Chief
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God will not seek
thy race;

New Proposal Says
Seniors Can Stay
Megan Harvist
Assistant News Editor

the university, was married to Dr.
Bongiorno. Their daughter Minia
is a graduate student at Brown
University. "I would like him to
be remembered as a very gentle
man with a rough cover," Dr.
Garcia-Devesa commented. "He
fought ardently for what he
believed in. He is the most honest
and gentle man I have ever met."
A scholarship for
minority students in biology is
being created in Dr. Bongiorno's
name. This seems to be an
appropriate way for him to be
remembered because of his
concern for his students. "He was
always worried about his students
and helped them with any
problems they were having," said
Mrs. Anne Ulicki, his secretary.
"We will all miss him very much."
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job and Felmee said,"If any guy
would like to write for the paper,
he's more than welcome. We pick
the best people."
Felmlee is an English
major from Medford, New Jersey. She transferred here from
St.Mary's at Notre Dame where
she spent her freshman year. As a
sophomore, Felmlee was a Features staff writer and eventually
worked her way up to Features
Editor.
Although planning on
law school, Felmlee enjoys journalism and can't wait to dive in as
Editor-in-Chief.
%

Stags and Ladies
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^
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Writing Center Workshops
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All workshops are free and will be held in DM 255. You need not sign
up to attend.
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Public speaking- Phobia studies show that people would rather die than give a
speech. If you fall in the "I'd rather die" group, here's a chance to learn how to
.prepare and be confident. Thursday, March 11 at 4-5:15

/i
«***

Computer Seminars For Students
To register for any of the classes listed below, please call ACS at
extension 4077. Class size will be limited, so please call early.
MacWrite:March 11, 2:10pm-3:00pm
Microsoft Works:March 24, l:30pm-3:00pm
Introduction to Quattro:March 25,3:10pm-4:00pm

Campus Beat
Megan Harvist
Assistant News Editor
* A female was escorted off campus on February 25 at 12:29 p.m. A Security officer
recognized her as a previous trespasser.
* An intoxicated student was taken to St. Vincent's Hospital on February 26 at 12:17 a.m.
Security received a call from a residence hall and the student was taken directly from there.
♦Security took a report of disorderly conduct on February 27, at 4:36 a.m. Two students
were having a verbal dispute.
* There was a trouble alarm set off at Dolan Hall on February 27 at 12:08 p.m. Damage was
done to a smoke detector and it was down. The alarm company came to fix it.
* A townhouse resident was threatened by two non-students at the townhouses on Saturday,
February 27, at 2:03 p.m. The Fairfield Police were notified and Security is currently investigating.
* Another incident occurred at the townhouses on February 28. An individual forced
himself into a townhouse and kicked his way into the bathroom. The residents described him as a
white male, approximately 6'6", in his mid-20s, with a muscular build and dark hair. He was wearing
dark blue jeans, cowboy boots, a light shirt, and a black leather vest. If anyone remembers seeing the
individual or has any information about him, please notify Security.
* There was a medical emergency at the Rec Plex on February 27 at 5:30 PM. Basketball
player Drew Henderson collapsed after the game, and was taken to St. Vincent's Hospital. He has
since recovered and played in the game on the following Monday night.
* Two non-students were taken into custody by Security at 2 a.m. on February 28. They
were visiting a student who was not with them at the time. One of the visitors was very disoriented
and tried to force his way into a student's room on Campion 4. The student called Security. Security
reminds students that they should obtain guest passes whenever they have visitors. They can be
obtained from RAs free of charge and will enable Security to identify the people as visitors and not
trespassers if there are any problems.
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Cheers... Boos...
..to TH 143.. to finally getting
inspected., to FMS at TH 143..
to getting a job interview, at
last., to getting into UCONN
Law., to TH 115..to theSilly
Goose., to meeting new guys at
Fairfield..to real friends at the
beach. .to "Wake Me When I' m
Nude"..to Kevin Costner..to the
Sea Ranch and the Sandbar..to
spontaneous sleepovers..to
Centra's take out..to dinner
with Fr. Kelly..to going home
for the weekend with someone
speciaL.to Domino's pizza at
the Rec Plex..to the ladies of
Dolan West..to Airbands.. .to
the elegant ladies who ran
Sibling's Weekend., to the
awesome
Premiere's
performance of the investigator
in white heels..to On A Mission
winning two games in a row..to
Dating Game dates and the
people who made it so
speciaL.to phone calls from
Washington DC.to people who
really carc.to the New Jersey
Nets..to visits from friends..to
less than one week until Spring
BreaL.to Kumegunda - shhh she'll probably turn up
some where!!!..to siblings..to
the diver who went to
ECAC's..to
whipped
cream toTH 16..to dinner at
UNO's with old friends..to
Clutzie and Patch..to special
agents..to the crunch girls - you
know who you are..to I
Never..to room 609..to
diversity!!!...to the Stag..

..to The Angry and Hostile
Monologue ..to mud..to Campion
field in the rain..to Beowulf &
Henry IV..to frozen underwear..to
being miserablcto being tempted
by junk food during Lent., to
feeling out of place., to those
nights when you toss and turn and
get no sleep..to John Starks for his
flagrant foul on Kenny
Anderson..to losing sleep because
of allergies..to Valentines who
haven't said a word to you since
Valentine's Day (I am still
waiting)..to the weather..to your
siblings getting wasted and puking
in your toilet bowL.to annoying
siblings..to sick siblings who can't
make it up for the weekend..to
broken hearts..to being turned
away from townhouse parties..to
falling down hills, .to fixated men..
to hooking up with a random manto six-hour train rides..to sick
women..to being the only one in
your house not going to Florida.,
to leaving your passport at
home..to sleeping on hard
floors..to having tons of work to
do before Spring Break, .to feeling
left out., to guys who think any
woman on campus is theirs for the
taking..to missing Georgia by a
week..to lame weekends..to
people who use you for your
papers and notes..to being
confused..to being embarrassed.,
to being sick..to smelly people maybe you should shower once a
week!!!.. to siblings who spill the
dirtonyouto your friends - thanks
a lot!!., to bad moods..

Numbers To Know:

* There was a burglary from a storage closet in Gonzaga Auditorium on February 28, at
11:52 a.m. Some musical instruments were stolen.

Security
254-4090 or ext. 4090

Campus Ministry
ext. 3405

* Several incidents of vandalism occurred on campus this week. On February 28, a room
window in Kostka was broken. Then, on March 3, the window glass of the front doors of Loyola Hall
was smashed. Maintenance was called to fix it. Also on Wednesday, March 3, there was a vandalism
to a motor vehicle at the townhouses. Security is currently investigating this.

Health Center
ext. 2241

24hr. Rape Crisis Hotline of
Greater Bridgeport YWCA
333-2233

* Several fire alarms occurred on campus this week. On Tuesday, March 2, at 10:42 a.m.,
there was a fire alarm at the townhouses with no known cause. The system was reset with no problem.
There was also another alarm at the townhouses oh March 3. It was caused by shower steam.

Health Center Counseling
Fairfield Police Dept.
ext. 2146
254-4800

Campus Crier
The Latin American-Caribbean Studies Program has
invited two guest lecturers who are close to current events in Latin
America. Dr. Irene Hodgson, the translator of slain Archbishop
Oscar Romero's diary, and Cindy Trust, an alumna ('92) who works
with refugees, are scheduled to speak in the Nursing Auditorium at
7 p.m. on Thursday, March 25.
Author Le Ly Haslip is scheduled to speak at the Quick
Center on Tuesday, March 23 at 8 p.m. Haslip was to speak last
semester but the presentation was postponed due to filming
commitments in Thailand; her life story is being made into a movie
by Oliver Stone.
On Thursday, March 25, at 7:30 p.m. in the Faculty
Dining Room, an informational meeting will be held concerning the
new Women's Studies minor.

FUSA Information
254-4040

Career Planning Center
ext.2261

Classifieds
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT now hiring students. $300/
$900 wkly. Summer/Full Time. Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck
Hands, Bartenders, Casino Dealers, Ect. World Travel-Caribbean,
Alaska, Europe, Hawaii. No Experience necessary. Call 1-602-6800323 Ext. 23.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn
$600+ /week in canneries or $4,000+ month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male or
Female. For employment program call 1 -206-545-4155 ext. A5084.

To close the month-long celebration of women's history month, a day-long book fair and
festival will be held on Wednesday, March 31, from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. in the Oak Room.

SPRING BREAK '93-Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica from
only $399! Daytona from $149! Organize a small group and travel
FREE! Call Now! New England's Largest Spring Break Company!
Take A Break Vacations 800-328-SAVE.

Director of Campus Security, Vincent Brennan, will retire on June 30 after almost 14 years
as director of Campus Security. Brennan, who will be 62 in September, plans to "just take it easy."

SPRING BREAK: Cancun, Nassau, from $229. Organize
a small group for FREE trip. Call 1 (800) GET-SUN-1.
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Resnick Offers More of the
Same and not Much Else
Debra De Shong
News Editor
Mark Resnick is a
focused person -- perhaps too
focused. In a few weeks, he will
be sworn in as the new FUSA
President and will be expected to
tackle the important issues facing
this campus head on. But despite
the many complex issues facing
this university, the only thing
Resnick is offering in reply is
increased programming and better
publicity. He is leaning on the
work done by previous presidents
in response to the important issues,
such as the beach problems and
the townhouse issues. In addition,
in the few weeks as presidentelect, he has run up against several
problems within FUSA that have
slowed progress in creating his
cabinet.
Resnick's first choice for
the office of vice-president of
student life, junior Alison
McAuley, was rejected twice by
the FUSA Senate Judiciary
Committee.
All
cabinet
appointments must be approved
by this committee. This is an
important position because the
vice-president
oversees
community relations, all class
councils, athletics, and student
services. When McAuley, who
was Resnick's campaign manager,
was proposed for the position, a
letter, of unknown origin, started
to circulate among the committee
stating that McAuley was
unqualified and was hard to get
along with. It also accused her of
not doing a good job inhercurrent
cabinet position of Special
Programs.
Since she was rejected
twice, she can no longer be a
candidate for the position and is
considering registering a
complaint with the student court
claiming that she was treated
unfairly by the committee.
Another of Resnick's
appointments was called into
question when he nominated his
girlfriend, Colleen Campbell, as
the executive vice-president.
According to a member of FUSA,
when she was nominated, there
were grumbles among the ranks,
but the Senate Judiciary
Committee was impressed with
Campbell and quickly approved
her.
Once Resnick fills his
cabinet, the only people who he
will be giving new direction to are
the positions dealing with
programming. Over fifty percent
of the platform he heavily relied
on in the election deals with
programming and he responds to
almost every issue facing students
with the same solution: "more
^programming
and
better

Boring Lectures
Plague Fairfield
indication of the rest of the
Bellarmine Lecture Series, it is no
wonder that they are so poorly
I can count on one hand attended by Fairfield students.
how many lectures of the Mary Francis Malone, Assistant
Bellarmine Lecture Series I have Academic Vice-President, is well
attended. In fact, I can count them aware of the problem of
on one finger. That's right. One. motivating students to attend these
And I attended that one to get events. In charge of lining up the
speakers for the lecture series,
extra credit for a class.
The lecture, held two which consists of renowned Jesuit
weeks ago, was entitled, "The scholars from around the country,
Excess of Death Representing Malone is concerned with the poor
Drama in Medieval Arts." Did student attendance at these
you understand that? Don't worry. functions, and with the low
Neither did the eight students and incentives to attend them.
"The idea of attending
20 faculty members who showed
lectures is not part of the student
up to the lecture.
"I dozed off," said culture," said Malone. "They go
Tracey Sanwald, '93, who also for class, for extra credit, but that' s
went for the extra credit. "The their only incentive."
However,
Malone
lecture was disruptive. It swayed
dismisses student apathy as the
from the topic."
The topic was allegedly reason for low turnout.
"Our students are no
the depiction of death in medieval
art. But after the first few slides of more or less lethargic," she said.
tombs and funerals, the speaker, "The task lies in getting the lecture
Rev. James Blaettler, S.J. dove into the culture. Collectively, we
into a broad discussion of [the University] have not done
everything from Adam and Eve in that effectively so far."
In attendance at Rev.
Paradise to leisure games of the
period. Perhaps Blaettler did not Blaettler's lecture, Malone also
realize that few in his audience found it confusing.
"It
was,
without
were following him. He probably
didn't notice because he was too question, an esoteric lecture," she
busy reading his speech, word for said. "It did become, at times, a
word, from a stack of pages at the little difficult forthosenotfamiliar
with the material."
lectern.
Malone said that the
"It was over my head,"
said Keri Stanislawscyk, '93 (also lecture was intended as a scholarly
there for extra credit). "It might lecture, not a popular one. But,
have been the speaker, because according to many students, this
the people who seemed like they is the main problem — that the
speakers are unknown to the
would understand it didn't."
In fact, even the students, the lectures are
professors from the Art History unappealing, and the events are
Department found the lecture poorly publicized.
"We should have more
unclear. Dr. Gertrude Grace Sill,
who teaches a course in Medieval lectures related to students,
Art (and was the one who offered relative to our lives," said
her students extra credit for Stanislawscyk. "Maybe they
attending), was familiar with the could start with things that
subject matter of the presentation students can relate to, then go
but still found the overall lecture from there. Students need to
understandwhat'sgoingon. Make
unsatisfactory.
"It didn't make sense," it interesting for the students."
Stanislawscyk is also
she said. "There was no common
thread running through it. I concerned that these lectures will
recognized the works he presented not only deter students from
[in the slides], but I didn't attending future ones, but also
understand his point. It was very deter them from enrolling in
courses involving those topics.
confusing."
"I was interested in Art
It was evident that very
few in the audience understood History when I took it as core, and
the lecture, because when Rev. I wanted to take more courses in
Blaettler invited questions from it," she said. "But this lecture
them, no one responded right didn't motivate me to do that."
Malone realizes that the
away. A quick pan of the room
revealed
dazed
and University must take more active
uncomprehending looks from the steps in motivating students to
students and faculty. Finally, two attend future lectures. After all,
or three people asked questions, the lectures are targeted to them
mainly for Blaettler to clarify a as well as faculty.
"We have to do a little
point he had made. It was then
that the topic of his lecture began better job at encouraging interest,
in addition to hanging posters,"
to emerge.
""When he answered she said. She is considering such
spontaneously, he made it all possibilities as coordinating
lectures in conjunction with club
clear," said Sill.
meetings
or as scheduled events
Indeed, the audience
gradually dropped its clueless gaze sponsored by certain clubs.
So the task to improve
as Blaettler answered its questions
in a conversational, rather than the lectures on campus involves
two main parts: lining up speakers
lecturing, tone.
When he stepped out who present educational material
from behind the podium, he was in an entertaining manner, and
transformed from a monotoned motivating students to attend the
robot into a humorous, educated, lectures.
Because students are not
and interesting human being. This
was the lecture people came to going to know if a lecture is any
good unless they are motivated to
see.
If this lecture was any . show up to them.
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief

photo: J. McMullen
Mark Resnick in the FUSA office.
and with a raised voice said,
publicity."
On the issue of raising "Publicity on FUSA and
multi-cultural awareness, Resnick programming are very, very big
proposes a film and lecture series in my administration." He is
celebrating multi-culturalism and convinced that increased
raising awareness. He would also programming, like the sold out
like to have several lectures on the Spin Doctors Concert he refers to
subject. He is, as he says, often, will shake students out of
"aggressively
recruiting" their apathetic mode.
The few issues Resnick
AHANA students for his cabinet
and agrees that we need to do does address depend heavily on
more to get AHANA students here the work of Steve Shannon, FUSA
at Fairfield. Resnick feels that the President. Concerning the beach
university administration is issue, Resnick plans to bring back
definitely trying to increase the failed beach patrol funded by
diversity at Fairfield, but "it takes a university grant.
The patrol would consist
a long time to make a change.
Administration is definitely of an off-duty police officer and a
trying, but we haven't seen it yet." student patrolling the beach from
The second major Thursday to Saturday from 10 pm
problem facing Resnick is a to 3 am, and would be proactive.
heavily divided and apathetic The patrol was initiated by
student body. Students are divided Shannon in September but failed
by class and there is little after several weeks because
socialization
between students and police disagreed as
upperclassmen and freshmen and to the purpose of the patrol.
To handle the many other
sophomores. According to
Resnick, the problem is that people problems facing students today,
on this campus want to drink and Resnick is relying on the newly
with the new strict townhouse formed Student Issues Committee,
policies, upperclassmen are not again, created by Shannon this
allowing underclassmen into their year. The committee deals with
parties. He suggests more and three issues at a time and is made
better programming. Resnick is up of representatives of several
most proud of the FUSA concert organizations on campus. The
series which he calls " a very purpose of the committee is to
positive step." He thinks people discuss issues important to those
are looking for different organizations and to write a bill to
entertainment and that with new present to the Senate. Resnick said,
techniques in advertising, he can "We're trying to legitimize this
alter the attendance to non- committee so it can be influential
alcoholic events, which has been in the future in dealing with other
issues."
very poor this year.
Under
President
Resnick is nervous
when talking about anything other Resnick, students should expect
than programming and when an increase in programming and
asked if he has anything else publicity about FUSA, and more
planned for his administration, he of the same in respect to important
threw himself back in his chair issues facing students today.

Seniors:
Start sending in your submissions for the Senior
Edition-superlatives, photos, memories in general...
Be sure to put your name and box # on the back of
all photos, and identify everyone in the picture.
Send all material to Claire, Box AA.
Deadline for submissions is April 25.
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Gootblatt Gives Recipe
for Good Relationships
Jessica Nutley
Staff Writer
"Meeting,
Dating,
Mating & Relating" was the name
of a lecture by Ellen Gootblatt
held recently in the Oak Room.
She is a well known lecturer who
discussed
interpersonal
relationships and how to deal with
them effectively.
Before the lecture, she
passed out index cards and pencils
and asked the audience to write
down any questions that they
might have about sex, dating, or
relationships in general. She
candidly answered the questions
with straightforward advice and
gave her honest opinions on a
variety of subjects.
Ms. Gootblatt also gave
her six premises to great
relationships. First, you have to
make yourself excellent before
reaching out to others. You need
to constantly progress as a person
if you want to keep others
interested. After you have done
the first step, seek out excellence
in others and don't settle for
mediocrity. Thirdly, she claims
that relationships are meant to be
easy— they aren't meant to kill
you or make you work hard.
Fourth, if the relationship isn't
good, "run for the hills" because
you
can't
manufacture
relationships. You have to have a
commitment to make it work if it
is good, is the fifth premise.
Finally, ask yourself, "Am I a
better person within this
relationship?" which will help in
evaluating
your
current
relationship status.
A subtopic of her lecture
dealt with sex and intimacy. She
feels that today "sex has become
a handshake." She is vehemently

Protect Yourself
ironi v^iiFjucKcrs
Due to the recent rash of carjackings in the Fairfield area,
the Security Department would like to remind everyone to exercise
caution when entering or exiting their vehicle on campus. Though no
incidents of the kind have ever occurred on University property,
carjacking (robbery by force) is a growing trend nationwide. There
have been two carjackings on 1-95 at the McDonalds on exit 22. Both
were at gunpoint and neither cars were found.
When possible, motorists are urged to travel in pairs, park
in a lighted area and have keys ready when approaching the vehicle.
The Connecticut State Police recommend that individuals should
comply on demand when approached by an assailant who intends to
steal their car. Asalways, immediately notify the Security Department
if you see someone acting suspicious or walking aimlessly about in
a building or parking lot. We would rather be called and learn we
were not needed, than needed and not called.
The Security Department is located on the ground floor of
Loyola Hall, Rm. 2. Call the Security Department by using an
emergency phone, or dialing 254-4090.
AVOIDING DISASTER ON THE HIGHWAYS

photo:J.McMullen
jGoot blatt answers audience questions.
opposed to casual sex. Her theory chance. "Never be afraid to let
is that if the other person doesn't someone know you like them, "
know your mother's maiden name, she advises. If the romance
then you shouldn't have sex with doesn' t happen and the friendship
them. The best aphrodisiac is a has a strong foundation, then the
shared history and a continuity relationship can be salvaged.
Currently, Ms. Gootblatt
with one person and a need to be
focused at that moment. Intimacy lectures at over 100 colleges per
shouldn't start in the bedroom, year. She loves Fairfield because
"if you can't say anything to them, last year's audience asked
then you're with the wrong excellent questions. She had a
number one rated show on WABC
person."
Ms. Gootblatt also for two years, after which she felt
focused on the difference between it was time to leave. She wrote
the ways that men and women two books on relationships and
view relationships. Her most before that was a teacher at Harlem
popular question that she is asked H.S. for over 20 years. She was
is, "How do I change a friendship involved in two relationships that
into a romance? And if it doesn't spanned several years and is till
work out, what about the great friends with each of the men.
friendship?" Her answer: Just Her most sensible advice could be
tell the other person how you feel. summed up in this way: "Don't
The friendship may be enhanced, think with your head or your heart;
and you' 11 never know what could feel with your gut. If it feels right,
have been if you never take the it probably is right."

No Good News on the
Horizon for Financial Aid
Education Secretary says his department is
deeper in the hole than expected
(CPS)-College students
who expected rapid improvements
in financial aid under President
Clinton's administration will be
disappointed by the most recent
news coming out of the nation's
capital.
Education Secretary
Richard Riley said budget
problems will prevent the
government from increasing the
current $2,300 Pell grants to
individual students right now.
In addition, President
Clinton's plan to let students work
off college debts through
community service, the proposed
National Service Trust Fund,
likely will be phased in gradually
over a period of time, rather than
launched in a massive program,
"White House assistants said.
Press Secretary Dee Dee
Myers said the new administration
is facing a deficit that is $60 billion
to $100 billion higher than it was
last year when Clinton proposed
the National Service Trust Fund.
The president "had to reconsider
a lot of his options based on the
higher deficit numbers," she said
at a February 4 news conference.
Riley didn't make too
many friends on the collegiate
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level in one of his first public
appearances when he warned that
his department will probably be
unable to offer much financial aid
immediately because of budget
deficits.
"I don't-want to bear sad
tidings," Riley said at a meeting
of the National Association of
Independent Colleges and
Universities (NAICU), which
represents about 1,600 private
colleges. But that's exactly what
he did.
Raising the maximum
grant to needy college students
from $2,300 to $4,000 as recent
proposals have suggested, is "not
possible under the current
circumstances," he said.
During his campaign,
Clinton promised to increase
dramatically the amount of
financial aid forhighereducation.
Clinton also said one of his top
priorities was to give any person,
regardless of income, the
opportunity to go to college.
Working in public service after
graduation would be a means of
paying off college loans.
But Riley said those
plans will have to be phased in
more slowly than the new

administration had anticipated.
I don't like it—you don't
like it," he said at the meeting.
Riley has not elaborated
on his comments since the
February 4 speech, and
Department of Education officials
said they had no new information
to add.
Riley's sobering news
came on the heels of a
congressionally mandated report
that called for a plan that would
require about $7 billion in
government funding to enable
every college student to get some
form of financial aid.
According to reports in
The Washington Post, the
Education Department has been
one of the most neglected in the
federal government, and some of
its computers are so outdated they
are nearly useless.
Riley said he recently
learned that his department's
budget deficit was $600 million
worse than what he had expected
because of miscalculations. Part
of the department's shortfall stems
from debts incurred during the
last two years when $2 billion
more was doled out in college
grants than was available.

More than one-third of all violent crimes occur on the street
and in parking lots. You can help avoid being part of that statistic by
using common sense and keeping your car well-maintained. The
following advise could make the difference between disaster and
your safe arrival home.
* There is one thing you should never do—pick up
hitchhikers or any strangers.
* Always keep you windows rolled up or opened slightly;
keep doors locked; Keep you gas tank at least half full; keep your car
well maintained.
* When you must stop at a traffic light or stop sign, keep the
I car in gear, so you can move quickly in necessary.
* When parking, try to choose a well lighted spot. Lock
your car, even if you'll only be gone for a moment.
* When returning to your car, keep your keys ready so you
don't need to search for them. Check inside the car before you open
the door.
* If your car does break down, stay in your car, put the
emergency flashers on and/or tie a white cloth to your antenna. A car
phone, if you can afford one, might be the best emergency equipment
of all, call for help.
* If a stranger approaches and offers to help, ask him to call
the police but don't get out of your car.
* When the police come, check the police car, look for a
well fitting uniform and a visible badge shield.
V
_y

Wfld Kingdom

By Anthony Rubins, Jr.

Quick & Easy Ways to Annoy
Your Friends and Loved Ones
With your Instructor...Wet Willie!!
This week we will be exploring: verbal annoyance. Let's i
start by taking a look at these generic, and very annoying
answers to everyday questions. These replies can be used
with almost ANY Inquiryl Here are some examples...
Q. How arc you today?
A. I don't know. I'm not
from around here.
Q. Quick, I'm in a really
bis hurry—can I borrow
a quarter?
A. (Say nothing and
stare blankly Into space).

Q. How's your class going?
A. Bite me.
Q. Can you help me with this
tourniquet?
A. Nope.
Or, if you prefer, simply repeat
everything the person says for
equally annoying results.
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Claire's Clamor

A Fish Called Wonder
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief
I was at happy hour
last Friday, as I am every
Friday, celebrating the end
of a long week and the start of
the weekend. The waitress
set up bowls of buffalo wings
by the bar, then later added
plates of pepperorii bread,
mini beef burritos, and some
other meat rollup I couldn't
quite identify.
What do all these items have in common? Meat.
And, being Catholic, they are the forbidden fruit during
Fridays in Lent.
Oh, sure, I'm not the perfect Catholic. I haven't
killed anyone or coveted my neighbor's wife, but I've missed
Mass a few times, I don't always go to confession when I'm
supposed to, and I've been known to eat a Tic Tac within an
hour of Mass. But when it comes to meat, I feel that it's
something I can control. Like my bowel movements. I don't
have to eat meat. I know several vegetarians, and they seem
to get by okay. Their hair's a tad leafy, but to each his own.
As I watch my other meat-eating friends wolf down
chicken wings, I ponder my abstinence. And I wonder about
the real reason behind this "no meat on Fridays" deal.
Ask most people why Catholics don't eat meat on
Fridays, and they'll tell you that it symbolizes a sacrifice.
And I'll admit, not being able to have a slice of Pizza Hut
meat-lover's makes me slam my teeth into the chair arm. But
mat's not the real reason you're not supposed to eat meat.
You see, back in the olden days — even before our 'rents
were born—in the days of Pete and Paul and all those fishers
of men, the fishing industry was slacking in the face of the
development of the McD's franchise. So the Church thought
up the idea of no meat on Fridays to promote the fishing
industry. Then Pete and Paul were back in business, created
Red Lobster, and the rest is seafood history.
But is eating seafood really a sacrifice? Lobster
swimming in garlic butter sauce, shrimp scampi drizzled
over rice, mushroom caps bursting with crabmeat stuffing...
is that such a sacrifice? Sure, if you 're paying, but otherwise
not the end of the world. And fishbones work well as handy
toothpicks — and they're built right into your meal!
So refraining from devouring meat during one day of
the week is not really a big deal. I doubt anyone will burn in
hell for it.
But if they do, I hope they like their meat well done.

FMS: F
Me Silly-NOT Father Murphy's Sons
JenniferDelosSantos
Staff Writer
Here's the scene: People
with long hair are moshing in some
sort of wild and random fashion,
while the weak are falling all over
each other in the midst of this pit,
onto the beer and mud slimed
floor.
It's Thursday night at
Giovanna's. Four guys who call
themselves FMS are on stage playing a furious tune. Tim Keefe '92L
is on tfee drums, RieitfAlbano. also
a senior, is on lead guitar. Brian
Keefe, a freshman, is on the bass
while Dave Murelli is singing lead
on guitar.
It was Giovanna, the
owner of the Fairfield club who
said, "FMS is fantastic! We have
a great rapport—they can come
into my kitchen for a grinder anytime!"
These music gods are
outrageous and are characters on
and off stage. They met through
the Glee Club and have played
several times at the Townhouses
and at Giovanna's. "We're pretty
active right now. " says
Tim."Playing at Giovanna's is
great, it's a fun crowd. The
townhouses used to be fun too,
but now they suck because of all
the rules." says Dave.
Stylistically, FMS prides
itself on responding to their
audience's preferences, "...every
show is different," says Dave,"...if
they want a dance song, I'll play
'Mysterious Ways, or if they want
the more hard core stuff I'll play
Alice in Chains...we're just having a good time with this band."
"My favorite song to play

would have to be that King's X
song. It's probably the most challenging so that's why I really get
excited when we do it well together.", says Tim. "I especially
like 'Suck My Kiss." Brian says.
"Rich and I are really
serious about this band, "says
Dave. I write songs and so does
Rich. I see myself in three years
trying to make a living out of
this." Rich agrees,"I can't really
see myself doing anything else,
that's pretty upsetting. I've got a
couple of original songs in the
works too. Oh my God, I see
myself as a bum on the streets of
the city trying to beg for food. I
probably won't have enough
money to play guitar anymore. I
will have sold it for Cookie Crisp.
I'm gonna be talking to myself at
three in the morning because I
refuse to get a nine to five job."
Tim is a bit more pragmatic about the future, "I don't
make predictions because I could
end up a garbage man or a lawyer.

It's hard, we're all probably going
to go our separate ways and I'm
not sure how that's going to turn
out."
FMS has a passion for
performance ," Every moment on
stage is magic to us." says Dave,
"the first time we ever played,
Brian was standing on his bass
amp, I was on Tim's amp and I just
looked around, I was like, yeah
man, this is a band. We were just
going nuts.
FMS can be positively
rambunctious on stage but can
also come down to earth and talk
candidly about anything. In closing, Rich just had to add this note:
"I want to say that I need
a girlfriend. I've been single for
about five months now. No smokers. If I had a girlfriend, I'd buy
her flowers and I might not wind
up a bum on the streets talking to
my self at three o'clock in the morning."
This is the stufff that the
great bands are made of.

Generation X: Explanations for Our Boredom
Michael J. Pastore
Contributing Writer
The generation of people
born following World War II have
been the largest, most glamorized
generation in American history.
Known as the Baby Boomers, they
had Kennedy, the Beatles,
Woodstock, Vietnam, even a
moon landing, to help mold their
youth. Well, now these people are
the professionals, the power
brokers of society, and, as all
generations must do, they're
trying to deal with the next
generation, us. With all the jobs
taken (due to the sheer number of
baby boomers), and with an
undergrad degree worth about as
much as a "New Kids" T-shirt,
the current crop of 18-29 year
olds have additional crosses to
bear. We have been dubbed with
a nom de guerre, much like the
boomers a generation ago. We are
being referred to, with increasing
frequency, as Generation X.
The use of the phrase
"Generation X" to describe us
originally came from a novel of
the same name. Generation X has,
according to boomer myth, distant,

moody, cynical creatures who
could whip your ass at a video
game, recite, verbatim, lines from
"Wayne's World" (and tell you
why it sucked), watch 16 hours of
TV, over 152 channels, and not be
remotely interested in any of it.
It's nice that boomers are intrigued
in finding out about Generation
X, is all about, at one point wanting
to comprehend the youth of
America, but they don't seem to
know why they can't. It's great
that boomers realize that there is a
spirit of youth which separates
young people from everyone else,
but hey, if they neverplayed Space
Invaders orZaxxon, you just don't
get it.
The latchkey effect is
one phenomenon that has kept
our generation separate from the
rest of society, having to handle
different responsibilities at an
earlier age. Many of us were
familiar with a school day ritual
by fourth grade that was: come
home at 3 PM, grab a soda, have
a friend come over, watch TV,
play video games, wait for mom
and dad, or just mom, or just dad
to come home, do some
homework, watch more TV, and

go to bed. We're the first
generation to deal with A) the
freedom of massive hours of
unsupervised leisure time at home,
and B) the hardship of a largescale divorce rate.
These differences have
affected us differently that earlier
generations. At once we are more
isolated, as a result of our lack of
an omnipresent parental influence.
But at the same time we have
become the most savvy,
capitalistic shoppers in American
history, being raised in a TVdominated, mass media vacuum.
Just the other day, I was at the
gym, on the Stairmaster, watching
a college basketball game,
listening to and singing along to
the new Sting single, while reading
Business Week. This is not even a
challenge to a Generation Xer,
but drives the media crazy. There' s
no set standard, no Woodstock or
Vietnam for our generation to rally
around or rebel against. Thus, the
media is still trying to solve the
mystery of how anything can hold
our undivided attention.
Even what we like has
the tainted smell of cynicism on
it. The current trend is grunge, the

amorphous, Flannel-Seattle,
skateboarding society. Grunge's
prominence was followed
immediately by the bandwagon
hopping ad agencies trying to get
a piece of the pie. Generation X is
extremely sensitive to fashion, and
while we know that ripped jeans,
baseball caps, and XXX-large
sweatshirts may become the
Nehru jackets of tomorrow, we
don't really mind.
The thought of tomorrow
could be the one clue to
deciphering how Generation X
has become what it is. Generation
X has been raised under the specter
of Aids, and with he feeling that
the only was AIDS could be
stopped is with a nuclear
holocaust. This has helped foster
the "Who Cares?" attitude which
we're most often berated for. This
dizzying philosophy at its most
pessimistic implies "We're going
to die form sex, and if we don't
we'll get liquidated from the
bomb, and if neither of those things
happen, we still won't be able to
get a job because of the debt."
This has brought us a society
which is androgenous yet sexist,
where the jeans you have aren't as

important as the genes you have,
where your HIV-status is more
crucial than your IQ, where your
"hook" into a post college career
is more important that the quality
of your education. The baby
boomers have been aptly named,
because they've pretty well blown
up the world that their kids are
going to have to live in.
So what will become of
Generation X? Will our leaders
be black or white, brown or
yellow, men, or women, hetero or
homo, HIV-P, or HIV-N, have a
GED or a PhD? Right now we
don't, can't know, and for a while
the boomers will keep us
grounded. And while we may be
angry with the previous
generation, eventually they'll
retire, and we'll inherit the mantle
as the rich, overpaid leaders of
society who just don't understand.
At this point though, it seems all
we can do is try to survive. For a
generation of AIDS, the nuclear
threat, and a bottomless recession,
whose cultural staple is a hat with
an "X" branded on it, survival
will be a heady accomplishment
indeed.
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Deli's Pride is Value, Service

Lou Spadaccini
Staff Writer
Ten years ago, an
Industrious student from Jogues
Itarted a sandwich business in his
loom. Word spread and hungry
lustomers ventured form all parts
|f the quad.
Soon the
fntrepreneur's sandwich room
|rew so popular that the University
look notice.
Since operating a
■estaurant out of a dorm room is
lightly
illegal,
new
ccommodations had to be
rovided for the sandwich maker.
ome extra space on the ground
■loorof Gonzaga Hall became the
lome of the student-run deli.
Today, the Gonzaga Deli
|till satisfies late night appetites
|n greater volume than ever,
petween 9:30 and 12 P.M.
■tudents pack the place and even
■ine up in the hallway to order
Jheir favorite items. Some come
.or cigarettes or soda, but most
Jre there for the food, especially
^he world famous Cheapie. The
11.50 Cheapie price gets you a

cheese sandwich with yourchoice
of condiments.
The Deli gets even more
busy during midterm week
because students need the study
break. Aside from the Stag, the
Gonzaga Deli is the only place on
campus that sells food after Seilers
closes. But, unlike the Stag, the
Deli is not out out to make a big
profit , in fact it aims to break
even. According to Deli president
Wendy Precious, "We try to keep
prices as low as possible, we don't
want to make a killing."
The Deli charges enough
to cover costs of supplies and pay
their 13 employees. They also
keep a surplus fund in case any
major equipment breaks. "Profit
maximization is not our goal.
Making sandwiches affordable
is." said Precious.
Distributor costs are
about the only factor that drives
up Deli prices. For instance, the
price per pound of meat increased
at the beginning of the year and
cigarettes are always costing more
for one reason or another. The
Deli's major distributors are CocaCola, Frito Lay and Carey's
Provisions.
Although the University
doesn't get involved in the

management of the Deli, they do
provide a number of free services.
The Deli is not charged rent and
and doesn't have to pay
maintenance or utility fees. "The
University is really good to us,
they even paint the walls at the
end of the year."
Wendy Precious does
most of the bookkeeping, but she
gets help from Deli Vice-President
Dan Daly. The students s run the
Deli like any professional
business. They pay their share of
taxes and employees are
compensated weekly through an
automatic data processing system.
Seilers holds the contract
for all food service on carfnpus,
but they don't mind the Deli as
long as it doesn't compete with
them directly. "We're allowed to
be here because we do most of our
business after Seilers has closed."
said Precious. For those who go
to bed early, the Deli does open in
the daytime from noon to 1:30
P.M.
Aside from occasionally
running out of rolls, the Deli serves
their customers efficiently and
fast. While some Deli employees
have some great stories about
customers, but Wendy Precious

(continued to p. 7)

Lynn Marchetti
Staff Writer
Hey, Class of '93—
it's time to go! As mentioned
briefly in last week's Mirror,
the Career Planning Center has
scheduled a five-week series
of discussion groups for
graduating seniors.
Beginning
on
Tuesday, March 30 at 8PM,
seniors are invited to gather in
a townhouse living room (exact
locations to be determined) to
hear answers to the night's
theme question, "It Costs How
Much?" CPC representatives
will spell out budgeting
tactics—how to financially
plan the bare necessities of
food, clothing and shelter.
Many other issues
will follow on each
consecutive Tuesday. "It's a
Jungle Out There" will expose
the realities of workforce

issues, such as sexual
harassment and drug testing,
along with helpful survival tips.
"Job
Search
Strategies" night will help those
seniors who plan to hunt for
employment after graduating
and leaving the convenience and
service of the CPC.
If you've changed but
your parents haven' t, "New Me,
Same Parents" night will
attempt to help you face life at
home again.
Alumni will bring
their personal experiences
(horror stories included) to the
last workshop on April 7 to sum
up the themes covered in all the
previous discussion groups.
How does it really feel to leave
college?
Watch for notices of
locations (volunteers now being
accepted), and be sure to reserve
Tuesday nights—reality is just
around the corner!
i

To Your Health

Recognizing 28 Years of HIV/AIDS
Dana Felmlee
Features Editor
I came across this
information in a Newsletter
from the AIDS project New
Haven. Looking at
this timeline reinforces the
sense of urgency everyone
should feel about stopping this
disease.
"It's really no big deal
to go to the drugstore and get
condoms yourself." said one
female senior.
But just the principle
that fanatical, fundamentalist
Catholicsm prevents condoms
and decent AIDS education
from being made available on
this campus is grossly negligent.
One Jesuit who
preferred to remain anonymus
said that he completely agreed
with the student opinion that
condoms are neccessary on
campus, but stressed that if
Fairfield did actively promote
AIDS prevention by talking
about and offering condoms,
that the Bishop of the Diocese
would, in a worst case scenario,
close the school. Essentially the
Jesuits are caught between a
rock and a hard place.
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AIDS Timeline
1965

1977

1978

1979
1980

AIDS (Acquired
Immunodeficiency
Syndrome) because it
is found in heterosexu
als. 152 cases re
ported.
1981-2 Government predicts
100,00- cases will be
reported by the end of
the decade.
1982-3 Federal Government
allots $5.2 Million for
AIDS research (4,600
cases with 1,290

^?$

&&

259-1649
26 Sherman Court

(behind ihe Fairfield Store)

Male Hustler dies in
Chicago, unexplained
demise. Tissue sample
frozen for future
biopsy.
20 L.A. gay males
develop Kaposi's
Sarcoma
The name GRID (Gay
Related Immunodefi
ciency) is given to this
syndrome, and it is
recognized by the
Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta.
48 more cases reported
in N.Y. and L.A.\
GRID is changed to

deaths)
1983-4 HIV is finally isolated
as the cause of
AIDS(9920 cases with
3601 deaths)
1984-5 Tests are developed to
show HIV antibodies
1985-6 Condom use shown
effective in the
prevention of HIV.
Rock Hudson dies.
AIDS is reported in
every populated
country in the world
(20470 cases with 8161
deaths)
1986-7
C. Everett
Koop releases a report
saying that education
in the schools is
essential for prevention
of HIV Clinical testing
is nationwide. (37061
cases with 16311
deaths)
1987-8 AZT is approved at
the cost of $12,000 per
year making it the
highest costing
medication in history.
Reagan delivers his
FIRST speech on

Great haircuts
Great prices
$5 HAIRCUTS
Tuesdays & Wednesdays
Selected Staff Only
Offer Good w/Student ID
Limited Time Only!

A FULL SERVICE SALON

AIDS since taking
office six years prior.
(59572 cases with
27909 deaths)
1988-9 ACT UP pressures
Burroughs Welcome
into a 20% reduction in
cost of AZT. A
significant rise of cases
in women, IV drug
users and people of
color. (89864 cases
with 46134 deaths)
1989-90 Chronic yeast infec
tions found in women
are beginning to be
diagnosed as opportu
nistic infections
(115886 cases with
70313 deaths)
1990
161073 cases with
100813 deaths (Note
the government
prediction for the end
of the decade)
1992
Total accumulated
AIDS cases reported in
U.S. 242,146
Total AIDS related
deaths reported in U.S.
160,372

-Did you know that a
McDonald's Milkshake has
more sodium than a small order of fries? "Almost all
McDonald's food, including
the milkshake, is soybean
based. Soybeans are very high
in sodium content." said Fred
Vital, a senior Biology major.
-If you're going toCancunthis
Spring Break, remember to
pack mega amounts of sunscreen, and buy bottled water.
But if you do suffer from a
bout of Moctezuma's Revenge, you can take
Irnmodium AD and drink Ginger tea or Chamomile tea for
your cramps and abdominal
pain .
-It's said that lemon wedges
under the armpits help relieve
the symptoms of a hangover.
^

PUT SOME FUN
IN YOUR DAY ESCAPE TO
THE GRAPE!

Proper ID required
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By Lynn Marcher*

What Do You Do To Procrastinate?

Roseann Ponticello '93

John Fink '93

Kevin Welch »93

Sarah Hines '93

Nicole Guarino '93

[ hang out at the info
booth thinking of ways to
procrastinate.

I make myself a nice, hot
lunch.

I like to clean TH 106-the
dog house.

Anything but work..

I make lists of all the
things I should be doing.

Send suggestions for future questions to
Lynn Marchetti, BoxAA.

Deli's Pride is Value, Service
(continued from p. 6)
prefers to see everything run smoothly. "I like to keep things as
uninteresting as possible."
Where would we be without the Gonzaga Deli? It's hard to
picture students lined up outside Dunkin Doughnuts or the highway n
McDonald's. None of these establishments offer such affordable late- p
night cuisine served by a face you see in class every day.
The next time you escape from your textbooks and run to the
Gonzaga Deli for a quick snack, remember that fellow students made
that necessary procrastination possible. They make that Cheapie for
you at cost and stay open late so you can enjoy it at the most ungodly
hours.

Write for
The Mirror! Now that
Claire's retired, you can
talk about her!

GREEKS V CLUBSRAISE A COOL $1,0 0 0
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS
And a FREE IGLOO COOLER
if you qualify. Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.

ARN A FREE
MASTER'S DEGREE
For individuals interested in making an important
career move into the teaching profession, the UB
Tuition-Free Substitute Teacher Internship Program
offers a unique opportunity to obtain a Master's or Sixth
Year Degree and the professional education coursework
necessary for certification.
Ourprogram is the first of its kind in the country. Since
its inception in 1981 over 1,000 people have successfully completed the program and secured excellent job
placements.
Classes are offered in Bridgeport, Stamford and
Waterbury. To learn more about our exciting program
which provides full tuition remission for 33 credits, a
stipend for expenses and valuable experience, call
(203) 576-4552.
ON-GOING SCREENING &
INFORMATION SESSIONS
Call (203) 576-4552 For More Information.
jJERSin.

W
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UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT
Office of Admissions
126 Park Avenue, Bridgeport, CT 06601
Fax: (203) 576-4941
Toll Free: 1-800-972-9488 (inside CT), ext. 4552
1-800-243-9496 (outside CT), ext. 4552

THE
CAREER
PLANNING
CENTER
INTERNSHIPS*
• Juniors - All Majors: Chubb & Son Insurance, Inc. (New Haven; NYC; White
Plains; NJ) will interview on-campus March 321 for their paid summer
internship program. Resumes due to the CPC by Wed., March 10.
• Sophomores &Juniors - All Majors: MacDonald & Assoc. (Fairfield). Radio
Producer Asst. Start immediately. Non-pay.
• Juniors - All Majors: Editorial Assistant -- Business Digest (Bridgeport).
Start immediately. Flex hrs. Non-pay.
• Juniors - Bio/Chem/Physics Majors: Cheesebrough-Ponds (Trumbull). P/T
lab Asst. Start Immediately.
• Juniors - Accounting Majors: Pittston Co. (Stamford). Summer position.
Resumes due to CPC March 11.
• Sophomores/Juniors - All Majors: MetLife (NYC). Summer Management
Associate Program.
'This is only a sampling of non-credit internships available at the CPC.
WORKSHOPS
• Thurs., Mar. 4

Job Search Strategies: Law, Gov't & Politics.
CPC. 3:10 pm.

Fri., Mar. 5

Interview Workshop. CPC. 2:10 pm

Mon., Mar. 8

Resume Workshop. CPC. 3:10 pm

Wed., Mar. 9

Help! I Don't Know Where to Begin. CPC. 2:10 pm

■ Thurs., Mar. 11

Summer Job/Internship Workshop. CPC. 2:10 pm.

PROGRAM & EVENTS
• Videoviews: Here's your chance to have a practive interview videotaped and critiqued
by a counselor. For more information call Mike at the CPC.
ATTENTION SENIORS
• We are getting full-time jobs from all types of employers...check the RED BINDERS
at the CPC.
DID YOU KNOW THAT...
<•
Employers are increasingly using internships to identify potential employees.
Organizations look to their interns for entry-level employees because they have already
had a chance to assess the candidate's abilities, and the employer retains someone with
experience.
For more info about these programs and your own job search needs, contact the Career
Planning Center (CPC), Dolan Hall Room 110. 254-4081.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
Dr. Salvatore Bongiorno
In Memoriam, 1939-1993
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Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief

On March 4, Fairfield University lost one
of its own, Dr. Salvatore Bongiorno. Once the
news spread across campus of his death, a black
cloud seemed to descend on campus. Students
became easily distracted while trying to study,
thinking instead of this popular, energetic, and
demanding teacher. His students dragged
themselves through the rest of the day, unable to
believe the news. Students and colleagues came
together to pray for him and his family. Professors
canceled classes, prayed, or had a moment of
silence for him.
Those who had studied under Dr.
Bongiorno knew first-hand of his energy, his life,
his zest for education and for the students to
whom he brought enlightenment. Others knew
him only by reputation — yet, somehow, when
such a dedicated and talented professor passes
away, everyone feels the absence. Such charisma
and desire for teaching do not pass unnoticed.
The editors and staff of The Mirror would
like to extend our most sincere sympathies to the
family and friends of Dr. Bongiorno, especially
his wife, Dr. Consolacion Garcia-Devesa
Bongiorno, and their daughter, Minia. We can
only imagine the pain they must be feeling, and
we can only hope that knowing the impact their
husband and father had on his students and
colleagues, and the love and respect which they
had for him, can in some way help to comfort
them.
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Well, this is it. My final
issue as Editor-in-Chief. There
were some weeks I thought I
would never see the end of, while
others seemed to fly by
effortlessly. Yet my whole staff
knows that each issue has been far
from effortless.
B ut now it' s time to pass
the proverbial torch to the next
leader, Dana Felmlee. I am
confident that she will do a fine
job in her new position, as she has
done as Features Editor. When
she first signed on as a staff writer,
I was immediately impressed with
her energy, her creativity, and her
persistence. You can't get through
this job without a little of each.
IwouldiiketowishDana
and her new staff the best of luck
with the newspaper. They will be
taking over for our next issue,
which comes out on April 1.
I have enjoyed every
minute of working on the paper
— even playing the scapegoat to
a few disgruntled readers. I've
been told that being screamed at
builds character, and I consider
myself quite a character, so I guess
that prediction isn't too far off the

mark. I have learned so much
during these past four years with
The Mirror, and I hope that my
successors will learn a great deal
as well.
I would like to thank the
editors, Debra, Megan, Dana, Jen,
Nick, Lou, Chris, Pat, Brian, and
Fred, for cranking out a quality
newspaper week after week; the
business managers, Andy and
Nancy, for keeping us out of jail
for tax evasion; the advertising
manager, Claudia, for bringing in
the funding without which there
would be no paper; the typesetters,
Lyn and Christine, who have spent
countless hours typing in each
and every article; the circulation
manager, Jeff, who put up with

delays by the printing presses
without complaining and still
managed to get the newspapers
delivered each week; the publicity
manager, Maggie, who made sure
everyone who subscribed to the
paper got their issues regularly;
the photographers, Ly nn and Jodi,
who went out and got every photo
we needed; and, of course, all the
staff writers and other
contributors, without whom we
would have had a bunch of blank
pages. You are all an integral part
of this newspaper, and your
dedication has not gone unnoticed.
As for me, I could never
have gotten through each week
without
my
supportive
housemates, Peg, Tricia, Laurie,
and Holly, who pointed out the
typos even before FUSA did, and
who kept me going when I thought
I couldn't. Thanks, girls. You're
the best.
I'm gone, but not
forgotten. I'll still be writing
weekly, so look for my Clamor
and other assorted ramblings.
And, of course, I'll be back for the
Senior Edition.
Get your
contributions in early!
I've had a blast. I hope
you have, too.
Peace.

Letters to the Editor
Librarian Curses Art Vandals
To the Editor:
A large BOO and a curse
upon the person who damaged the
beautiful and valuable art work
hanging in the Nyselius Library
stairwell by plucking a shard from
it.
This work does not
belong to the University; it is on
loan from the artist, the wife of a
Fairfield alumnus and the sisterin-law of an alumna.
Its beauty is being
generously and lovingly shared
with the University community in
memory of the artist's late motherin-law, who was on the library

staff for more than 20 years.
This painting, with other
of the artist's works, recently was
on exhibit at CFS; she currently
has an exhibit at Harvard, and
works of hers have been shown
(and are also owned by)
distinguished
galleries,
individuals, and corporations
throughout the U.S. and in her
native Panama.
The foreground material
of the work reflects preColumbian heritage of her
country; the pieces of pottery that
compose it are potsherds of the
type that the artist has been
collecting from Panamanian

streambeds since she was a child.
The one taken in this base act of
vandalism is one of the most
striking and unusual, and its
absence affects the composition
of the whole.
I do not want to think
that the perpetrator could be part
of the University community. If it
be so, and the person still has this
piece, I beg that it be returned wrap it up somehow to protect it,
and drop it in one of the library's
two book drops - please.

Barbara Bryan
University Librarian

FUSA Discusses New Proposal
To the Editor:
On March 3, members
of the University administration
met with representatives from
FUSA and the Student Issues
Committee to discuss the
possibilities of having townhouse
seniors stay on campus the night
of graduation. What came out of
the meeting will hopefully put an
end to some of the rumors floating
around about this policy.
In mid-March to early
April, townhouse residents will
need to register with the University
if they plan on staying for the
extra evening. At this time, a
contract will be signed by the
individual students claiming all
responsibility that they as
individuals cause, which may also
include "legal costs that arise by

enforcing this contract."
The only additional cost
for the townhouse residents will
be for the extra security that will
be stationed at various points
around the complex. Security
(which may include off-duty
police officers and firefighters)
will be on campus form 8 PM to 6
AM to ensure safety.
Another aspect of this
policy is to have an organized
event where couches will be either
set aside for Salvation "Army/
Goodwill or the bonfire, which
will be on Sunday night near
Alumni Field. This minimal cost
will be included in Senior Week
expenses.
Although some details
need to be worked out among the
University and various outside
organizations (i.e. Fire permit,

damage contract), the Student
Issues Committee feels confident
that the townhouse residents are
in agreement with this feasible
proposal.
This proposal would
have no merit without the efforts
of Vice President William
Schimpf, Matt Dinnan, Assistant
Director—Campus Center, and
Pat Rombalski, Associate Director
of Residence Life.
We hope that the Student
Issues Committee can continue
these efforts in the future, working
with the administration to improve
Student Life.

Neil J. Robertson
FUSA—Vice President
Student Life
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Hell Week and Other Pre-Vacation Stress
Jennifer E. Edwards
Commentary Editor
A plot exists among
teachers to have everything due
during the same week. At the first
faculty meeting of the semester,
they get together and figure out
which week will be the hell week.
They all run back to their
computers and type out their
syllabus making sure all major
assignments are due during the
same week. Usually it is right
before spring break.
Like many people I plan
to go away for Spring Break,
Sarasota, Florida to be exact. A
week of sleeping late, lying in the

sun, playing tennis, and relaxing.
A chance to get reenergized for
the rest of the semester. But every
week of relaxation requires four
weeks stress and sleepless nights
preceding it. It's some mystical,
unwritten formula. I don't quite
understand it, but then I am an
English major, not a chem major.
I never understand why that out yet. So hell weeks
teachers decide to schedule major continue. I think it's really a
assignments during the same lesson to make us appreciate our
week, since it just creates more breaks all the more. If I had slept
work for them. After all, they for the past few weeks then I
have to grade papers and tests for wouldn't be looking forward to
three classes around the same time. my vacation so much. It's the
It makes sense to spreatHhe work light at the end of the tunnel, the
out.
'reason that makes all this work
But they haven't figured worthwhile.

During one of my
weekly conversations with my
mother, she asked if I was excited
about my upcoming trip. I replied,
"To tell you the truth, mom, I
haven't even thought about it
because the week before I leave I
have two midterms, a quiz, and
two papers."
She sighs
sympathetically like all mothers
do because she doesn't have the
slightest idea what I really have to
do. She's forgotten what it is like
to have papers and exams.
It's enough work to
drive anyone nuts. But my week
was compounded, at the last
minute the weekend before, by a
funeral and a 8 hour stint in the

waiting room of George
Washington University Hospital.
(Emergency rooms are
the greatest place to people watch.
I hope no one has to experience
them, but if you are ever in one
take full opportunity of the
situation- gawk to your heart's
content. Gunshot victims, drug
overdoses, little old ladies who
cut their wrists while slicing
potatoes, and friends with
appendicitis are all thrown in a
big room together. None of them
seem to have insurance either.)
Hell weeks are all a part
of college life. The vacation that
follows them are the only thing
that makes them liveable.

Every Student Needs to Address Campus Problems
Kurt Hackbarth
Staff Writer
Although the Mirror has
been under constant criticism in
the past few months for its
publishing of inaccurate news
stories (for example, the erroneous
report about the number of
freshmen who transferred after
the first semester, and its
questionable coverage of FUSA's
actions) and its priorities (its
emphasis on bars, hot spots, and
the rest of the alcohol scene), it hit
a new low last week with an
editorial criticizing the "Open
Letter to the Class of 1996".
Disagreeing and clashing with
opinions and editorials is what the
Commentary page is all about,
but what was published here flies
in the face of any kind of
journalistic responsibility, or
integrity.
First of all, let me refer
to the Mirror 's own submission
policy with regard to letters and
articles. It states, "Letters must be

free of personal attacks, inaccurate
factual material, and libel", a
policy that could have been printed
after the publication of Mr.
Gegeny article. Criticizing a
person's or group's actions or
inactions is fair game, but the
unwarranted attack on Mr. Potter
personally ("If such a depiction
gives any indication of Mr.
Potter's personal difficulties, then
I suggest he seek some of the help
offered at Student Services." is
terrible journalism. It is a
commentary on Mr. Gegeny's
opinion of his own argument that
he feels he must stoop to such
levels to justify his attack so early
in his article. In fact, Mr. Potter's
worries about our class escaping
through alcohol and characterized
by binge drinking was not only a
gutsy thing to write, it was
accurate. It does not mean that we
all belong in AA, but it does mean
that there is a problem out there
that must be addressed, not glossed
over in the same blame game ("the
administration's suppression of

students and deficiency in any
significant forethought") he
attacks Mr. Potter for.
Second, if Mr. Gegeny
had bothered to do even the
smallest amount of research (as I
talked about last week), he would
have found to his surprise that
Mark is a member of the Student
Issues Committee, and the head
of
FUSA's
University
Development Committee, which
is working hard on the difficult
task of rewriting the University's
alcohol policy (Yes, Tom, I've
been to the meetings) to try to
balance
the
school's
responsibilities without treating
the Townhouse residents like
babies. So in the situation, I think
he might know whereof he speaks.
The rest of Mr. Gegeny's
article is permeated with
assumptions and falsehoods
which truly do "stand out like the
neon lights at Times Square." He
is quick to dub the Club Black
Box "perhaps the most popular
alcohol alternative program ever

on campus"; and while I agree
that it is least one programming
alternative to the Gonzaga movie,
I guess it is impossible to
conceptualize that people can
actually get drunk... and then go
there. I've been there several
times, and I think anybody else
who has will know what I am
talking about. Next he counters
Mr. Potter's assertion that the
Class of 1996 is not welcome by
the upperclassmen's vehement
attempts to change the numerous
restrictive school policies. While
I agree that it is often not the
upperclassmen's fault that the
underclassmen have to be turned
away, let's be honest here. Are
the upperclassmen selflessly
sacrificing their time attempting
to change policies solely for the
good of their fellow students who
will follow them, or changing
them for their own sakes? You
decide.
So, to conclude, I would
like to make a plea for accuracy in
journalism at Fairfield. It doesn't

make the students we cover, or
ourselves, look like the caliber of
students we are to make personal
attacks and inaccurate writing the
staple of our press.. Also, let's
start making the actions of our
students worth writing about. That
means facing up to the problems
we are having and dealing with
them. There is a binge drinking
problem at Fairfield. Whose fault
is it? Everybody's. Who has to
address it? All of us. There is a
lack of quality alternative
programming on campus. So let's
change it (personally, I thought
the open gym portion of Sib's
weekend was tremendously
successful, but of course that's
only one (expensive) night. So
what about a modified version?);
and why can't we organize some
things ourselves?
As Mark said, student
contributions and suggestions are
more than welcome; and I would
invite Mr. Gegeny to make his
own suggestions - if he wants to
get involved.

Inefficiency at the Registrar
Rosalind E. Van Tuyl
Staff Writer
I hang out in the
registrar's office a lot, because
of the nature of my job. I'm a
transcript.
Ha, ha. Just a little
humor to introduce this week's
topic, which is the registrar's
office. As a student, I find
myself in the registrar's office
quite a bit. And let me tell you,
it is generally not a pleasant
experience.
For some inexplicable
reason, there seems to be a
permanent case of PMS in that
office. Maybe the people who
work there are tired of being
bothered by students who want
(if you can believe the nerve)
transcript copies. Or maybe
it's the students who want to
drop/add that really sets them
off. I don't know.
I recently went to the

office because I wanted to find
out whether one of my professors
had submitted a grade after I
finished an Incomplete from last
semester. Finding out this
information is a relatively simple
process, one of the first things
they teach you in Registrar's
School, I'm sure. You type the
student's ID number into the
computer, and the student's
complete transcript pops up on
the screen. I know that much,
and I never even took a Registrar
Training Class.
So I walked into the office
and asked a woman who
appeared to be available if she
wouldn't mind checking to see
if my grade had been changed.
She informed me rather snottily
that she was busy and I would
just have to wait.
I was a bit taken back by
her brusqueness, but I figured
she must be in the middle of
something of which I was

unaware. So I waited. And
waited.
But as I was waiting, I
realized that the only thing she
was busy with was gossiping
with another woman about soand-so's dress and what
restaurants are really good.
Suffice it to say, I was a little put
out.
However, very politely, I
asked again if she could just take
a moment to look up this
information for me. Then she
got really snotty. She told me
(again) that she was too busy.
What really irks me is that I had
been standing there, not four feet
away from her, where it was
perfectly obvious to even the
most casual observer that nothing
productive
was
getting
accomplished save for a break
through in manicure technology.
But I am not bitter. No.
I was then told to wait for
(name of some woman who was

on phone involved in what
appeared to be a lengthy
conversation). Passing the buck
to someone who really was
doing something that pertained
to University business? By this
time I was bitting my tongue so
hard that I drew blood. But I
waited.
Five minutes later, the
woman who was on the phone
was clearly nowhere near the
end of her conversation. So
again, as politely as I could, I
asked Ms. Helpful if she had
any idea how long it would be
until Ms. Phone Conversation
would be available.
Ms. Helpful looked at
me as if I were a giant mucus
wad and said, "How in the world
would I know?"
To make a long story
short, Ms. Phone Conversation
finally got off the phone and I
was able to get, in about 15
seconds, the information I had

waited over twenty minutes for.
So I guess it all worked out. I got
my grade (even if I was ten
minutes late for my next class)
and Ms. Helpful got to find out
the hottest lunch spots in
Fairfield county.
What I cannot believe is
that I have always been taught
that customer service is one of
the most important parts of any
"people-oriented" job. In this
case, as a student, I am the
customer.
My tuition dollars go to
pay the salaries of the people in
the registrar's office and all the
other offices for that matter. As
such, I, along with all the other
students, deserve to be treated
with basic courtesy.
I am not saying that
everyone in the Registrar's office
is rude. But if you think I am
referring to you and you don't
agree with me, go ahead, please,
prove me wrong.
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In Memory of Dr. Salvatore Bongiorno
Thomas Gegeny
Staff Writer
This past week a
tremendous loss was experienced
by the community. I say the
community, rather than just the
university community, because of
the influence this individual
carried beyond the walls of
Fairfield University.
Indeed his concerns had
a global weight, and those whom
he had inspired and influenced
with his integrity and dedication
have scattered from Fairfield into
the world, like the seeds of an
unrestrained love and respect for
life.
Dr. Bongiorno's sudden
departure came as a numbing blow
to all those who knew him, and a
deep wound to his close friends
and colleagues. He was admired

for his abundance of energy, his
honest and straightforward
opinion, his zeal for life and all of
its gifts, his love for his students,
and his concerns forthe oppressed,
as well as the need for justice both
here and in foreign countries.
But it is not my purpose
to explain who he was or what he
believed in—anyone who knew
him was immediately impressed
with his character.
I do wish to praise the
university community, however,
from administration and faculty
to students and staff.
Somehow a delicate
fabric of support became apparent
among members of the
community, not that it hadn't
already existed, rather that it was
depended upon during the tragedy.
Father
Holland
organized a mass and prayer

session literally within minutes of
receiving
the
news.
Administrators and faculty went
to the hospital to comfort Dr.
Bongiorno's family and friends.
Father Regan, who had just
overseen and attended a lecture
on French Deconstructionism,
went to the chapel immediately
following the presentation in order
to give mass and deliver a noble
message of hope, esteem, and
admiration.
Everyone lent support
to each other and a time of crisis
was infused with love. The task of
haling the hearts of the grieving
was of foremost importance.
The essence of human
compassion permeated the
community, and I suddenly
realized one of the beautiful
elements of our Jesuit
University—the very idea of

community, love, and support,
embedded in truly Christian
ideals.
At the 10 PM mass last
Thursday, we shared our past
experiences with Dr. Bongiorno:
how he came to Fairfield
University from Louisiana in a
red Volkswagen bug with a canoe
strapped to the roof; how in the
1970s, when the university was
set to construct the Jesuit
residences, there was a sudden
upheaval at Town Hall over its
impact on the delicate water table
and the need to build the residences
so as not to harm the
1
environment—the source of the
commotion was Dr. Bongiorno;
how on his annual ecology trips to
northern Connecticut he would
stride ahead of weary, out-ofbreath students half his age; also
his pride of his compost pile and

Letters to the Editor (Continued)
Student Criticizes Vesciglio's Ethnic Comments
To the editor:
The March 4 edition of
The Mirror contained a very
disturbing article, "Drug Use not
Foreign to Fairfield," by Caitlin
Whelan. The article described a
growing population of drug users
on this campus, especially the
number of marijuana smokers.
This was concluded due to the
increase in "the number of students
referred for counseling because
of marijuana use."
Barry
Vesciglio's office automatically
assumed that this increase in the
number of students referred for
counseling is a direct result of an
increase in the number of students
who smoke pot. This is a very

hastily-made conclusion. Many
other factors may have caused
this increase, such as stricter
regulations on campus or greater
policing efforts on the part of
Security and the resident advisors.
Perhaps the most
erroneous conclusion drawn in this
article was Barry Vesciglio's
ethnically based statements
regarding students' drinking
habits. Not only did Vesciglio
state that "Catholic students tend
to drink more than those of other
religious backgrounds," but he
went on to say that "it's a known
fact that Irish people drink more
than other ethnic groups." It is a
complete disgrace to the
University to have the Assistant

Quotes of the Week

Director of the Office of Substance
Abuse Prevention hold such
negative, ignorant assumptions
about particular ethnic groups.
Stereotypes such as this are mere
generalizations which distort
reality and are certainly a problem
when they lead a person to
prejudge unique people.
Being an Irish Catholic,
I would not feel comfortable
turning to Barry Vesciglio for
counseling because I would feel
that he'd see me as an Irish
Catholic drunk, not as an
individual person.
Barry Vesciglio owes the
students of Fairfield University
an apology.
Tricia Sweeney '93

a

Are you hooking up with the natives?"
"No, only with you!"

—Overheard by two students discussing Spring
Break in Cancun.
",

Gee...I feel like I've known you girls
for a whole...l5 minutes!"
—a sophomore guy after a birthday party at the
Tool Box

"What's the big deal about the Asylum
getting kicked off the air? WVOF is
better without it."

FUSA Cabinet Member Urges Support of Programs
To the Editor:
On Saturday, February
27, FUSA and IRHG cosponsored CHUCK!, a funk/soul
band from Boston. For the twenty
people that attended CHUCK!, it
was a good time with great music.
For those of us that dedicate a lot
of time to planning these events, it
was frustrating. It seems that no
matter what event is planned, how
much publicity is generated, or
how much money is spent, FUSA
always encounters a brick wall of
apathy from the students on this
campus. I would like to point out
the fact that each student pays an
activities fee at the beginning of

the year. From this fee comes
programming such as last
Saturday's concert, and it is a
shame that over a thousand dollars
was used for an event that drew no
more that twenty people.
Every year, FUSA
encourages students to speak out
about issues and express concerns.
But, beyond this FUSA has a
responsibility to give students
alternative programming on
weekends. This year the
programming
board
has
broadened the spectrum from
which it chooses entertainment to
present to the University
community. Some of the attempts
have been successful and some

—A loyal WVOF listener sick of reading Boos
every week

have not. More and more students
complain that there is nothing to
do on weekends. Yet every
weekend FUSA sponsors events
around campus. These events are
free to students or priced very
cheaply. FUSA does not seek to
make a profit, but simply give
students more than just an
academic education. I would like
to encourage students to, not only,
suggest events or programs that
they would like to see on campus,
but attend the programs that are
planned.

hn/wer
to the

"Have you have ever noticed that
Michael and La Toya Jackson are never
seen together? Maybe they are one in
the same person."
-a student commenting on Michael Jackson's
sexuality

"Disco.... There is Nothing Finer."
-overheard in Kostka last week

Kate Moore '94
FUSA Cabinet
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recycling activities, his love for
the land and never ceasing fight
against its abuse, and his concerns
with the oppression of Latin
American peoples by large foreign
companies was well as their own
governments.
Anyone who took his
class did not merely receive a
lesson about animal habitats,
water and nitrogen cycles, or soil
composition, but also a lesson in
life—to respect it, preserve it, and
protect it from abuse. The earth is
our gift—how have we treated it?
It was suggested that we
should plant a tree in his honor, I
almost feel an entire forest would
do him greater justice.
I owe very much to Sal
Bongiorno—and I, as many
others, will never forget and
always strive to practice his
valuable lessons in life.

TNT
"Rhythm & Blues"
Rhonda Thomas

"Motown"

<

Bar Bt Grill
2 FOR 1 Dinner Offer
Receive 1 entree FREE when you
purchase 1 other entree of equal or
greater value from our special menu.
Not valid on holidays, 15% gratuity
will be added to the bill before
discount.
GOOD FOR DDINER ONLY
Sunday thru Thursday, 5:30 - 9:30
Friday & Saturday from 5 - 6:30 only
Offer valid ONLY with this ad.
Offer expires March 19, 1993

55 Miller Street, Fairfield
254-2869
Near the Railroad Station
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Impressive Gonzaga
Kevin RidolfTs Selections to the
Presentations Could Be
Rock and Roll All-Star Team
Further Improved

The Fairfield Mirror

Chris Snyder
Arts & Entertainment Editor

One of the most
admirable things about Fairfield
University is that it contains a
mini movie theater on the ground
floor of Gonzaga Auditorium. It
is the closest equivalent to seeing
film (which we might have
missed during its run) at the
cinema. In fact, the Gonzaga
Auditorium is cleaner and much
more comfortable than some of
the second run movie houses I've been to. Also, the mere $2
admission price is more than reasonable, considering we are given the
opportunity to watch the film on a giant screen. As good a facility as
it is, however, I would like to make sortie suggestions which could
make the film watching experience there even better.
Perhaps the only real complaint I have with the Gonzaga
presentations is that the acoustics system is poor. The quality and
clarity of the picture is fine, but the muffled sound appears to be
coming out of a speaker that is covered with mountains of clothes. I
attended the screening of the Robert Redford movie Sneakers a
couple of weeks ago, and it was quite difficult to make out what many
of the characters were saying. If I had not seen the film before, I would
have had a hard time figuring out what was going on.
It would be nice if somebody at the university would pitch in
for a louder, clearer sound system. This would really improve the
moviegoing experience. To achieve blockbuster sound, particularly
when showing old films, the university might consider purchasing a
laserdisc player. Laserdiscs produce a clear picture but, more
importantly, they give off a crisp, terrific soundtrack similar to that
produced in major cinemas.
What is great about the Gonzaga presentations is that many
of the movies shown are recent projects which many of us wanted to
see in the theaters, but we never got around to it, and instead of paying
$6.75 or higher, we simply have to pay two bucks. Sometimes, in fact,
many of the films shown are presented before they even come out on
cassette. Movies like My Cousin Vinny, Sneakers, and A League
of Their Own played in Gonzaga before they were ever released in
video stores, and the $2 admission price which the university charges
is less than what most of these video stores charge for rentals.
Another important aspect of these presentations is that many
of the films are seen in their original 1.85:1 aspect ratios, so that none
of the picture is cut off (like it would be on videocassette), and we can
see the picture the way the director wanted us to see it. This way, we
are seeing the whole movie.
I have to admit, though, that I would like to see older films
shown in the auditorium more often. It is fine to see recent releases,
but anyone who wanted to see Batman Returns or Sister Act bad
enough would have seen it at a theater just a few months (or
sometimes weeks) before they are shown at the school. Gonzaga's
giant screen should be utilized more for old films which we never had
an opportunity to see on a big screen because we were either too
young or not born yet. For example, almost all the students on campus
(including myself) have seen and loved classics like Jaws, The
Godfather, and One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, but a majority
of us have only seen these films through either videocassette or
television; we never had a chance to fully experience and appreciate
them on a big screen. I would like to see the Gonzaga Auditorium take
advantage of this fact. I'm willing to bet that a lot more people would
show up to see a cinema-like presentation of Jaws than would show
up to see movies that were just out in theaters like Sneakers and The
Public Eye.
Another interesting proposal I have for the Gonzaga theater
is that it initiate film festivals. I am both shocked and impressed that
there are so many people on this campus who have such a broad
knowledge in movies. I have taken numerous film courses here at
Fairfield, including five with Wes Davis, and I have met some
fascinating people who know just as much, if not more, about movies
than I do. If these people are as interested in the cinema as they
demonstrate themselves to be, then they would certainly be interested
to see film festivals.
Film festivals could be broken up into different genres. On
a given day, for instance, Gonzaga can have a science fiction festival.
The whole day could be devoted to presenting important films of this
genre like Invasion of the Body Snatchers, Forbidden Planet, 2001
A Space Odyssey, Close Encounters of the Third Kind, and, of
course, Star Wars. One can pay the admission price and see as many
of the movies as he or she wishes.
Another thing that would be beneficial is if Gonzaga could
present movies that are difficult to find in video stores and on
television. Most foreign films, for example, are very difficult to find
in local video spots. If Gonzaga were to have foreign film festivals,
it would make it much easier for us to see these important works. An
Italian film festival could feature the masterpieces from that country' s
most renowned directors like Federico Fellini, Michaelangelo
Antonioni, and Vittorio DeSica. Swedish festivals could feature the
magnificent work of Ingmar Bergman. I believe these kind of
gimmicks would attract many ticket buyers who are interested in
broadening their horizons regarding the filmmaking medium.
These are my suggestions to further enhance the viewing
enjoyment of films at Gonzaga Auditorium. I would really like to see
iji^acnit^mUzeoUoitshie^^

Kevin Ridolfi
Staff Writer

HONORABLE MENTION
* Eric Clapton (guitar,
solo), Slash (guitar, GNR), Chris
Robinson (vocals, Black Crowes),
Jason Newsted (bass, Metallica),
Jason Bonham (drums, Bonham),
Eddie Van Halen (keyboards, Van
Halen).

As polls go, the various
All-Star polls for every sport are
arguably the most popular. So,
I've come up with my own lists
for rock. If you're a Hendrix or
Lennon fan, calm down, the lists
are based on the last few years.

FIRST TEAM
* Eddie Van Halen guitar- Right not, Eddie is still the
most rrttiovative and emulated
guitarist in a band setting.
* Neil Peart - drums The drummer for Rush changed
the definition of rock drumming.
Ask almost any rock drummer
about their influences, Peart is
sure to be mentioned.
* Billy Sheehan - bass Played with David Lee Roth, now
with Mr. Big. He adds the word
melody to a bassists vocabulary.
* Jack Blades - vocals Sang and played bass for Night
Ranger, now shares the vocal
duties in Damn Yankees with
Tommy Shaw. His voice can
definitely go high enough.

SECOND TEAM
* Nurio Bettencourt guitar - Plays with extreme. It
takes more than just words to
describe his talent. You have to
listen to his whirling attack.
* Lars Ulrich - drums Member of Metallica. When it
comes to double bass drums,
nothing else matters but Ulrich.
* Flea - bass - His frantic,
funk style drives the Red Hot Chili
Peppers.
* Eddie Vedder - vocals
- He is new to the music industry,
but this deep voice is already easily
recognized thanks to "Jeremy" and
MTV.

Well, that's my lists.
These are the musicians that I feel
have recorded the best
performances. Arguments can be
made that Chris Robinson isn't a
good singer, but he fits his style
well and epitomized the rock
voice, thus earning him honorable
mention.
Why is Eddie Van Halen
listed twice (guitar, keyboards)?
Listen to the songs "Rignt Now,"
"When It' s Love," and "Dreams,"
and then tell me he doesn't deserve
both.
Obviously, everyone's
favorite player couldn't be listed,
just as in basketball, when Derrick
Coleman didn't make the All-Star
team. I just hope no one gets as
mad over this list as Nets fans did
over Coleman.
I have two final words
for you: Spring Break. I have four
more words: have a great one.

More of the Best Movies
on Video Which You
Probably Haven't Seen
Chris Snyder
Arts & Entertainment Editor

sets up numerous parallels
between Block and the actual
killer. Block, like the murderer,
enjoys meeting women in these
filthy places. The madman,
knowing this, tries to frame Block
several times.
Slow paced and very
well shot, Tightrope is one of
Clint's best, and certainly one of
his most underrated movies. It
may not be for the sqeamish,
however, because of its subject
matter.

If you are one of those
people who is fed up with going to
the video store and struggling with
what you should rent, here are
some suggestions of some lesser
known films which you should
enjoy.
I Never Sang For My Father
(1970) - This is magnificent film
which poignantly examines family
structures. Melvyn Douglas gives
one of the finest performances of
his long, illustrious career as an
elderly father who refuses to let
go of his son (played beautifully
by a young Gene Hackman) and
let him live his own life the way
he wants.
This is especially evident
when the old man's wife dies.
Hackman wants to move to
California and marry his new
girlfriend, but Douglas insists that
he stay and take care of him. This
puts a burden on the Hackman
character, and it really makes him
hate his father.
Although only 90
minutes long, this terrific movie
features some of the most gripping
and realistic family relationships
I've ever seen.
The Killing (1958) - This was
one of director Stanley Kubrick's
first efforts, and it is a marvellous
work in the film noir genre.
Sterling Hayden stars as a theif
who gathers a huge conglomerate
of trained men together to pull off
a major robbery at the race track.

The men plan the
robbery well in advance, and
nearly the whole film focuses on
whether or not they succeed with
the theft. Things go wrong; things
go as planned. Kubrick paces the
movie with deft skill; it is
constantly exciting and doesn't
have a dull moment in it.
The Killing is only about
85 minutes long, so it is easy to
watch. In fact, it is so enjoyable
that you will probably wish it was
longer.
Tightrope (1984) - This detective
thriller is also set in the film noir
genre, and it features one of the
best performances in Clint
Eastwood's career.
Set in New Orleans, the
film features a killer who goes
around strangling ■ omen who
hangoutinsleezye
lishments.
Eastwood plays Wes Block. th"
detective sent out to stop hii i.
What
elevates
Tightrope from the typical thriller

Zelig (1983) - This is the first
Woody Allen movie I ever saw,
and I was very impressed.
Ironically, Zelig is absolutely
nothing like his more renowned
works like Manhattan, Annie
Hall, and Hannah and Her
Sisters.
Filmed in beautiful black
and white, this documentary style
work features Woody as a human
chameleon. He literally imitates
everything he sees. The movie
focuses on trying to understand
this man, and to figure out why he
acts the way he does. Mia Farrow
co-stars as the psychiatrist who
attempts to help him.
Zelig is only 80 minutes
long. See it. I guarantee that you
laugh.
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Living Poet's Society
DEEP HAZE
The sun shone on a bleak existence,
an existence which relies on its heat.
The rays hit the heart straight to the head.
The existence sits figuring its place in the universe,
mirrors reflecting the spots of other's existence.
The rays enhance the soul and diminish reality,
relieving the pain and accentuating the love for brief moments.
The immediate spot is clouded by rays,
the knowledge of mind greater than the truth of reality.
The rays that glossed the mirrors are eventually killed by life's evil.
The haze clears and the mind is captured again to live in the jail of the world.
It is not the sun that seeks existence; it is the existence
that seeks the sun for answers and escape from a cluttered mind
and a calloused world.
Perhaps the sun is truly the center of existence, although
the moments temporary and reprimands costly.
No matter - the existence has already seen the light.
Mendo Bajrami

Mendo Bajrami
OPEN YOUR EYES
1

photo: L. Marchetti

■«***■

Deep tracks oTmind puncture the ground as it does the heart. Feet tremble and
make indentions in the soft mud. Everything is so beautiful. The feet approach
the cut-off land. The sky comes closer. Driven by pain and wants of him, held by
earth and soul for him. He was never driven, he was pushed. The sky comes closer.
The feet no longer have control because the mind sees freedom. There is only one
way to control fate. Free fall. Endlessly. Push. He captures the air, and enters life.
He allows the air in mind to encircle his body and pull him to immortalization of
vision.
Death is like closing your eyes and living in your imagination. Creating everything
and anything. There nobody lives their lives through you. You live your life only
to die in the End. They save the best for last. Peace. I seek what I am not allowed,
I want what I can not have, but only when I close my eyes. The short path is
undesired, it closes your eyes and your mind.
The best revenge is keeping your eyes open, but clouded to "direct the mind with
the view to forming true and sound judgments" for yourself. Keep your eyes open,
but only seek those truths that make your being. Life is many paths, and those who
want me to follow must also follow me, and not redirect my path. I want to keep
my eyes open. I want to see me. I see You.
Mendo Bajrami

I MONTH UNLIMITED TANNING

$

ONLY 49
TROP\eJ\U
*STUDENT
SPECIAL
WITH
STUDENT ID!

OPEN
7 DAYS

2452 Black Rock Tpk.

(Across From Exit 9)

(White Birch Plaza)

Stamford

Fairfield

661-8266 967-4707

371-8261

456MainAve

921 White Plains Rd.

(Rte. 7)

(N«xt To Video Workfl

Norwalk

TrurabuU

849-0006

The field has many flowers, but I behold the most beautiful.
Nature has blossomed the flower, but it is more than one of
many in the field.
Each flower like all of nature's phenomenas has a separate personality,
but the quest of one over many is to find its true appearance.
The bee hovers over the field, not looking at any specific flower.
Its vision sees many, but its soul seeks one.
Flying over the flowers, allowing itself to have a clouded
vision to find the one and make a sound judgment.
The bee lands on the most beautiful flower, of truth and not desire,
after complete contemplation of vision and mind.
The bee and flower have a special relationship out of the
realm of nature.
No one understands, no one comprehends.
The bee nurtures the flower, and the flower nurtures the bee.
The trick to nature is to remember the first and basic instinct.
Nurture and be nurtured.
As nature is in constant change, so are its products, and they
will continue changing and remembering; together.
Mendo Bajrami

HOT
NEW LAMPS

280 Railroad Ave. 1132EMaioSt
Greenwich

THE BEE AND THE FLOWER

452-0228

Have your poems printed in
the Living Poet's Society.
Drop them off in The Mirror
office at anytime!!
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Awardwinning
pianist
Christop h e r
O'Riley
and cel1 i s t
Carter
-f^f
Brey will
combine
nJJjKnAWttfev
their talI
ents in a
dynamic
recital at
\&J
the Quick
Center on
Friday,
March 26
at 8 p.m.
Tickets
are $22,
$19, and
<1AU1,:
$15.
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THE Crossword
1
5
10
14
15
■16
17

20
21
22
23
25
27
29
30
33
34
35

Ever Get Somebody Totally Wasted?

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

FRIENDS DON'T LEI FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
• \* I U S Oepanmeni o' TtansooniBon
UK/It

DRUNK DRIVING PREVENTION CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. DD-90-1716-3 COL. x 10.5"
Volunteer Agency: Wells. Rich, Greene. Inc., Campaign Director: Richard S. Helstein. General Foods. USA

ACROSS
Young animals
Attracted
Rigging support
Cityinlsr.
Appeared
Inter —
How the tortoise progressed
Ticket
instrument
maker
Pester
Heb. month
Ballots
Elect
Built
Western Indian
Also-ran
Spud
Enclosure tor
animals
Vissld'Essays
Cheek
Single: pref.
Climbs In a way
—of the
spheres
Wine quality
Age
Superior
Plant with
fragrant seeds
Move stealthily
Killing
Disgrace
NX bird
School of
philosophy
Disturbance

1

2

3

4

14
17

1

Phyllis Barrick

7

6

1

'
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1

11

12

13

w 31

32

"
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19
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■■

22

20

27

26

24
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29

35

34

33
36

38

37

39

40

42

43

IV
41

26

41
44

46

47

55

IT"

50- 61

49
56

51

59

61

62

64

67

1

91993 Tnbun. MMi* SWICM. Inc.
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7 Drive out
8 Passes the
summer
9 — Plaines
10 Eastern garment
47
11 Hedonistic
48
12 Troubles
50
13 Funny Martha
52
18 Light ray
55
device
19 Sheer
58
24 Understanding
59 Wild
words
60 Within: comb,
26 Pindarics
form
27 Santa —
61 Countless
28 Lena or Marilyn
62 Business
29 Potato state
63 Ger. river
31 Old garment
32 Represent
DOWN
34 Certain term
History
37 "— above all..."
Western sch.
38 Kittiwake
Forecast
40 Long-legged
Fasten with
bird
thread
41 Jason's consort
Nonprofessional 44 Figure of
6 Of a city
speech

53

60
63

ANSWERS
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3
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3
3
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Bad
Slaw
Work the land
Melody
Gr. goddess
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V
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S 0 H
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9 V
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A
1
S
V
N
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a

V
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s
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V
i
3
i
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V
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53 Punta del —
54 Love god

56 Frequently
57 Maiden name
word
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Late Night at the STAG buggers open spring
with a win
RecPlex Winners BITES

Fairfield women continue 3-on-3 success
Chris Arena
Staff Writer
Fourth Late Night at the Rec Plex Final Results

Racquetball Tourney: Joe Carillo
Walleyball Tournament: "Stumpy"—Pete Stumbar and
Company
3-Point Contest: Chris Arena
Football Throw Thru Tire: Over 16—Steve Ragozzino
Under 16—John Behan, Danny Crudo
3-on-3 Co-Rec: "The Hitmen"—Brendan Moore, Matt Hogan,
Jerry Patraitis
Obstacle Course: "Sausage"
Homerun Derby: Pat Duff icy
Slam Dunk: 6' and over—Myles Webster
6' and under—Pat Dufficy
Sports Trivia: "Doom Society"—Kurt Hackbarth, Phil Regie
Couples Shooting: Erin Patton, Chris Arena
Tug-O-War: "Sausage"
Ping-Pong Tourney: Kurt Hackbarth
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL WINNERS! THANK YOU
EVERYONE!
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
On a Mission—2 Lots O'Laughs—0
Tara Kilduff led "On a Mission" to their second win of
the season. Tara had 15 kills and 6 aces. Lots O'Laughs star
Stephanie Reilly played well but in the end fell short. Suzanne
Hassett had 9 kills and 5 aces for the winners.
3-on-3 Repeat
The Schick 3-on-3 Regional Big Apple Championships
were held this weekend at Columbia University. Last year a
group of Fairfield Women captured the title, this year a group of
new blood went down to retain the title.
"Triple Threat" consisting of Kara Burmaster, Julie
Webb, Heather Knight, and Ann Marie Sweeney steamrolled
through their first four games, winning each by an average of 20
points. In the finals they faced a scrappy Siena team. In the end
the FAIRFIELD WOMEN were too tough, winning 28-25.
For their efforts, the ladies will now advance to the
Philadelphia Spectrum and will play at the halftime of a 76ers
game on April 4. CONGRATULATIONS!
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
'Triple Threat: Kara Burmaster
Heather Knight
Julie Webb
Ann Marie Sweeney

Andrew Hayes
Staff Writer

Brian Marks
Sports Editor

The Red Ruggers kicked off their spring season with a spectacular
come from behind victory over Western Connecticut. Fairfield
started off with the first 3 points with a penalty kick (similar to a field
goal) to take the lead. A mix-up in the back line led to a try by WestConn, explained by back captain Pat Macdonnell as "I slipped."
That, however, was the last the West-Conn offense had to offer.
The comeback started at the end of the first half with his second
penalty conversion by Tommy Kramer, which ended the first half
with Fairfield down 7 to 6.
The second half was a long and grueling mud bath. With 8
minutes left to go the Red Ruggers started a drive that was to end in
the game winning try. Ed "Yellow Beard" Rugemer paralyzed the
West-Conn defense with his patented "hair fake," while Tommy
Kramer chugged over several West-Conn players on the way to the
try line to put Fairfield ahead 11 to 7. By the end of the game no one
knew who was on which side because the mud turned both teams'
jerseys into a deep brown, which confused the already injured Dom
Puchalla, who said, "I just started hitting the guys with long hair;"
one of whom turned out to be Bo Dregs. "I saw him coming,"
remarked the bewildered Bo Dregs. "1 tried to tell him it was me, but
there was just no stopping him." Despite the confusion, the Red
Ruggers held on to win the game.
The B and C games were an absolute mess. By the time they
started playing, the field was one big mud puddle. Despite the field
condition, excellent performances were put forth by sophomore
Mike "Lester" Verret and freshman Matt "Balki" Hogan.

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
* Drew Henderson
was selected to the Second
Team All-MAAC. He was a
preseason First Team pick.
* Peter Guarasci was
named a member of the First
Team All-Rookie Team.
* The local Albany
paper picked Kevin George as
the top shooting'guard1'in the
MAAC.
* Freshman Meishay
Gattis had a season high 12
points in the MAAC tourney.
*This year's Stag
record was the best since the
championship team in the
'80's
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
* Kate Abromovitch
was selected to the MAAC AllTournament Team as well as
being named a First Team AllMAAC selection.
* Junior Robin
Massari was also chosen as a
First Team All-MAAC
selection.
*
Freshman
Christine Fryer was named
Rookie of the Year in the
MAAC.
* Freshman Jennifer
McMillan was selected to the
First Team All-Rookie squad.

Do you
talking about
sports?
Then why not write
about it?
(The Mirror needs a
sports editor for
next year!

* Lady Stags, though
they struggled finished in their
preseason predicted third place.
HOCKEY
*
Scott
Lindsay
scored
an
amazing 6
goals and had
7 assists in the
team's final
two games.

HERITAGE SQUARE
1700 POST RD
259-7373

"^famous since '56"

The Place to Eat.
10% off with student I.D.
(offer not valid with another coupon)

****Schick 3-on-3 Big Apple Champions!!

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!

r

$2 OFF
SUPiRCUTS*
FAIRFIELD
1202 King's Highway Culoll
(in Ihe Circle Plaza)
MF 9 9, Sal. 9 6. Sun. 10 3
2550608

Not valid with any other irffa&u/

GIANT SIZE
SUBMARINES
AND SALADS

1I
I
I

C^^%
CI1ILLYBEM*
1484 Post Rd, FajrfkU 255-5517
We have everything from T-Shirts to Tapestries
§£

|... and are now an official ticket
outlet serving the tri-state area!!
... and remember, We also do
CUSTOM SILKSCREENING
for your team, club, event etc.
;c^-t.uii • ucf>a
SEE:Y^SOONI
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Ladies lose in
Stags
double overtime season:
(continued from p.16)

Shonda Jones added 17 off the bench for St. Peter's.
In the first round Fairfield had trouble disposing Manhattan
(12-15). They shot an abysmal 27% in the first half, but fortunately
were only down by three, 37-34, at the half.
They started the second half by going on an 8-0 run to give
them a 42-37 lead at the 17:40 mark. They controlled a slim lead
through a majority of the second half but failed to pull away. They had
a 64-58 lead with 4:25 left in regulation when Manhattan began a 6-0
run that tied the game up at 64 with 47.7 seconds on the clock.
Freshman Trinette Tucker hit a layup with 20 seconds left to give them
a two point lead. Gina Somma of Manhattan sent the game into
overtime with a layup at the 4.8 second mark.
In the first overtime, Massari gave Fairfield a 70-66 lead by
scoring four unanswered points. However, the Lady Stags couldn't run
away with the game. Fairfield was leading 78-76 in the last thirty
seconds but Gina Somma came through for Manhattan again by hitting
a jumper this time with 2.3 seconds left to send the game into double
overtime.
.
■ ,..„
In the seconds overtime, Fairfield fan away with the game in
the last minute. With 40.7 seconds left, and the Lady Stags possessing
a three-point lead, Aimee Auerbeck hit a clutch jumper to give
Fairfield an 89-84 advantage. They pushed the lead up to 9 before the
buzzer sounded, recognizing their first round victory.
Robin Massari scored 20 points in the game and pulled down
17 rebounds which broke the rebounding record for women at
Knickerbocker arena. Abromovitch led all scorers with 23 points.
Fryer scored 13 points while Reitweisner added 1-7 off the bench.
Freshman Tucker also contributed off the bench, scoring 9 points.
After a disappointing start, the Lady Stags finished the
regular season strongly. Although they did not perform as well as they
could have in the tournament, it should not be seen as a total
disappointment. In the first round, Fairfield did not finish off Manhattan
when they had the opportunity to do so. They almost allowed
Manhattan to steal the victory away from them. After an atrocious start
in the first half of the second game, the Lady Stags finally played the
way they are capable of playing. Abromovitch almost led Fairfield to
a meeting with Loyola in the championship game, whom they beat in
the last game of the regular season. It is unfortunate that Fairfield
couldn't pull out a win against St. Peter's because I think they would
have beaten Loyola in the final and earned a spot in the NCAA's.
However, although the play of Abromovitch and Auerbeck will be
sorely missed, Fairfield fans can look forward to watching a Lady
Stags team next season whose young players will have benefited from
their experience this past season.

Overall a
positive one
(continued from p.16)

Craig Martin "has the
sweetest shot on the Stags," said
senior and basketball enthusiast
Ricardo Zayas. Definitely the
Stags best player in March. It will
need to continue through the 199394 season. Johnnie Jones, the
Stags point man has truly
developed into a good point guard.
His
defense
is
commendable. Scott Sytulek, the
best athlete on the Stags, I think.
His
inconsistence hurt the Stags
;
and will have to be overcome for
a successful year next year.
The freshmen are
unbelievable. Peter Guarasci has
already established himself as a
force in the MAAC. Derrick
Dunlap has already shown that he
can take it to the hoop and create
excellent high percentage shots.
Meishay Gattis has some
big shoes to fill at the shooting
guard spot but the 12 points against
Siena in the tournament was sign
of things to come.
Sean Clarke has shown
that he can hit the 15 footer
consistently and hit the boards
just as hard. Aaron Seymour will
be the depth inside that the Stags
will cherish next year and in the
years to come.
Lastly the man that has
turned the Stags around: Coach
Paul Cormier. He is a great
motivator, recruiter and coach.
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Christine Fryer, MAAC rookie of the year.
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Hoop teams
exit early
Season a success
Brian Marks
Sports Editor
It appeared to many basketball fans that the
Fairfield Men's Basketball team finally had a chance to
make a run in the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Tournament.
But once again we were left rather disappointed
as the Stags bowed out in the first round of the tournament
for the sixth consecutive season.
The Stags found themselves playing in the #4-#5
game as the tournaments fifth seed, which was the
highest the team has been seeded in my four years here.
Unfortunately, though, their opponent was Siena who
plays some of their home games in the Knickerbocker
Arena, site of the MAAC tournament. The 10,000
screaming Siena fans, or should I say 9,990 ( 10 of us
were there) made it difficult for the Stags to gain
momentum.
Yet, the bottom line was that the Stags didn't
execute well on the offensive end and shot poorly from
the free throw line. Key turnovers also cost the Stags
dearly as every time they got close, they failed to get a
good shot off.
However, one must realize that the Stags actually
had a good year. They improved their record to 14-13,
their first winning season since the 1985-86 season. That
was also the last season the Stags went .500 in league play
until this year's 7-7 finish.
Senior Drew Henderson, a second team allMAAC selection, said after the loss to Siena, "It's tough
to lose to a team in the first round after beating them twice
in the regular season. Personally, the crowd didn't affect
me. We just shot poorly as a team."
Co-captain Kevin George commented on the
season. "It was a successful season in the fact that Drew
and I finally had a winning record, but I'm really not
satisfied. We should have done better," said George.
As far as the Fairfield Women's Basketball team
goes, anyone who made the trip to Albany for the MAAC
tournament knows that this team was made up of a great
deal of heart. The Lady Stags finished with a somewhat
disappointing 13-13 record, but hit a hot streak late and
grabbed the #3 seed.
After defeating #6 Manhattan in double overtime
late Friday afternoon, the Lady Stags were forced to play
#2 St. Peter's at 9:45 AM Saturday morning. The Lady
Stags fell behind 18-3 but fought back to push the game
into double overtime again, unfortunately, this time they
lost.
Senior Co-captain Kate Abromovitch, who was
selected to the All-Tournament Team, was disappointed
after the game.
"It was a great comeback, but we couldn't
capitalize on some key opportunities in overtime,"
Abromovitch said. Well, one thing's for sure, the Stags
and the Lady Stags finally woke up the Fairfield fans this
year with productive years. The men showed that they
are on their way up in the MAAC, and the women showed
a great deal of desire in turning their season around.
What bothers me after watching the tournament
is that the Lady Stags were probably the best team in the
MAAC and the Stags were as good as Siena, but both
teams found themselves in a difficult position (early
game and 4 OT's, Siena at home).
A final tournament note: the cheerleaders and the
Stag finally made it to the tournament and they did an
excellent job. v., njiwptiav JO.I

SPORTS
Abromovitch propels Ladies thru playoffs
Ladies lose heart-breaking second round game
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Jamie Maloney
Staff Writer
Kate Abromovitch nearly propelled the Lady Stags into the Championship
game of the MA AC Tournament, but her heroic efforts fell just short against a formidable
St. Peter's squad who ended up defeating Abromovitch and Fairfield in double overtime,
77-75. They went on to defeat Loyola in the Championship game. The Lady Stags
reached the second round by ousting Manhattan 93-84 in a double overtime contest the
night before.
Fairfield was down by eight points, 52-44, against St. Peter's with 4:57 left in
regulation when Abromovitch, sensing defeat, literally took control of the game in style
not unlike basketball legends like Larry Bird and Magic Johnson. The senior co-captain
scored 15 points in the last 4:57 of regulation including three three-pointers. Her twentyfive foot trey knocked down with 3.4 seconds left sent the contest into overtime.
The two teams played poorly in the first overtime. The score was tied at 62 at
the 1:42 mark and on two consecutive possessions Fairfield point-guard Christine Fryer
turned the ball over. Christine Wallace fouled St. Peter's standout Davis with 12 seconds
remaining. Davis knocked down both free throws. Fryer raced the ball up the court and

Abromovitch made magic in the MAAC tourney, but it
wasn't enough.
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Lady Stags take a time-out
hit a jumper with 4.3 seconds left making up for her turnovers and sending the game into
a second overtime.
The battle between Davis and Abromovitch, both playing with 4 fouls, resumed
in the second overtime. Although both played exceptional, it was Davis' team that came
out the victor. Davis hit a layup with 14.8 seconds left giving her team a 77-72 lead.
However, not willing to concede defeat, Abromovitch canned her fourth trey of the game
from deep beyond the three-point line, cutting it to two with 5.5 seconds left. Fairfield's
Robin Massari quickly fouled Gerilyn Shea who missed the one and one. However,
Fairfield ran out of miracles and after Lauren Reitweisner's half-court bomb missed,
Fairfield's season came to an end.
In the first half, the Lady Stags fell behind quickly to the Peahens. A jumper by
Davis gave St. Peter's a 16 point lead, 22-6, at the 11:24 mark, which proved to be their
biggest lead of the game. The Lady Stags battled their way back into the game so that they
were within 6 points, 30-24, at the half.
St. Peter's held Fairfield to only two points in the first six minutes of play in the
second half, building their lead up to 11 points. Fairfield's offense kicked in and a trey
by Fryer at the 10:26 mark brought the score to 42-37. Fairfield could not get any closer
until Abromovitch's offensive explosion in the last five minutes.
Abromovitch led Fairfield with 27 points, 22 scored after the first half, and she
pulled down five rebounds. Her antagonist Davis finished the game with 29 points, 13
rebounds and 2 steals. Fryer and Reitweisner scored 15 and 11 respectively for Fairfield.

(continued to p. 15)

Stags finish season dropping three straight
but overall season an accomplishment
Fred Vital
Sports Editor

The Stags exited the MAAC
tournament losing to Siena 70-61 in a style
that reflected the overall season. The Stags
just couldn' t keep the comfortable first half
lead nor could they fight back to regain the
lead for any substantial period of time in
the second half.
The Stags opened up the game
slow but quickly picked-up the pace. The
Stags were able to tie the game at eight off
of a strong driving layup by Craig Martin
(13 points) then a 17' jumper to take the
lead with 14 left in the half. With 11 left in
the half Scott Sytulek (8 points) drilled a
three from downtown to give the Stags a
five point lead at 16-11. Then it all began
to unravel as Siena ended the half on a 209 run and took a six point lead into the
locker room at 33-27.
The Stags began to fight back as
senior co-captain Drew Henderson, who
scored a team high 15 points and grabbed
12 rebounds, kept the Stags close. The
Stags cut the lead to three on Sytulek 13'
jumper in traffic. Kevin George (8 points),
who had a disappointing final two games,
scored a an easy layup to bring the Stags to
within one and on the return trip hit the
jumper that gave the Stags the lead at
12:30,42-41.
After trading baskets the Stags
tried to keep it close but Siena was too
strong. With 8:22 left, Siena over the next
seven minutes went on yet another run.
This time it was a 15-8 run to give Siena a
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Co-captains Kevin George and Drew Henderson honored at senior night
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65-56 lead with 1:01 left in the game.
The Stags wouldn't die just yet though, Martin drill a three from 22' and the
Stags called time out, down six with 45 ticks left in the season. But that's as close as the
Stags would come. Missed shots down the stretch put the game away.
The Stags have nothing to be ashamed of this season. They played the best

This Week:
Inside Sports...

MAAC Tourney results; Rugby begins;
Intramural Update

basketball I've seen in Alumni Hall in my
four years here. The ended the season
losing the last three and finished 14-13.
The Stags are no longer players
away but are now only mentally away from
finishing in the top two spots in the MAAC.
What I mean by mentally is that the team
needs to bring their basketball play a step
up. Players need to drive more and play
with an attitude, add character to the team.
The team needs more definition and heart.
There is so much potential and talent on the
floor that the Stags should be tearing apart
the league.
There is not one player on the
team that hasn't risen to the occasion during
one game or another. Martin, Johnnie
Jones, Sytulek, Derrick Dunlap, and
Meishay Gattis all need to step up more
consistently to make up for the losses of
George, Tim Schwartz and Henderson.
For a season recap: Kevin George
has been the Stags goto man all year. The
Stags definitely have him to thank for many
of their wins. He has propelled himself into
the money man spot on the Stags. His
excellent outside shooting will be sorely
missed. Drew Henderson, the rebounding
machine continued this season. His points
never got off the ground and that hurt the
stags somewhat since no inside game ever
existed. Tim Schwartz, the smartest player
on the team by far. He is always at the right
place at the right time. Plays excellent on
both ends of the floor. He can drill the
three, come down grab the rebound, and
finish off with the layup.

(continued to p. 15)

Next Week:
Baseball begins;
Softball begins;
Lacrosse begins

